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L MINISTER'S APPROVAL STATEMENT 

i 
Wasaga Beach, since the popular and widespread use of the automobile,"
has been one of the most popular recreation areas in Ontario. As one 
of the best swimming beaches in the province, Wasaga Beach has beenl	 magic to millions of visitors. Located completely within the Town of 
Wasaga Beach, the provincial scope and seasonal nature of the recre
ational resource became a problem for the local municipal ity. At the 
request of the community, the provincial government was asked to 
manage the beach and control the sun and fun seekers •. Consequently, 
throughout the past decade a joint municipal and provincial program 
evolved for developing the Town of Wasaga Beach into a complete, 
serviced year-round resort community with Wasaga Beach Provincial 
Park playing a major role. 

L 

L There are two distinct sections which comprise the provincial park; 
namely, the beach area and the dunes area. The beach area will provide 
a variety of water oriented recreational opportunities. Significant 
for its geomorphology and natural and cuI tural history, the dunes area 
through careful development will provide a further variety of extensive, 
and I ight impact year-round recreation activities. Taken together the 
recreational, educational and research values of the resources make 
Wasaga Beach stand out as one of Ontario's provincial parks that has 

L
 gained significant recognition.
 

L
 

Throughout all the years of planning, the Ministry of Natural Resources
 
has had continuous contact with the residents and representatives of
 
Wasaga Beach, interested individuals and groups and other Ministries.
 
The valuable advice and constructive criticism expressed are gratefully
 
acknowledged and have been helpful during the preparation of the master
 
plan.
 

In accordance with The Provincial Parks Act, Sections 1d and 7a, this 
master plan is approved as the official pol icy for the development and 
management of the park. The implementation of the Wasaga Beach 
Provincial Park Master Plan represents a key component of the commitment 
by the province to help the Town of Wasaga Beach develop as a viableL recreation community for all seasons. 

~~ 
Hon. Frank S. Miller


L Minister
 

June, 1978 
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Highlights of the Master Plan 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park, contained completely within the 
Town of Wasaga Beach, is established to develop and managei	 9.1 miles of fine public beach and to afford conservation and 
development of significant natural resources. 

L 
l The Park is considered a key component of the commitment by

the Government of Ontario to help Wasaga Beach develop as a viable 
recreation community. 

Through a variety of areas, facilities and activities, the Park 
will attract short and long term visitors year round; through 
its role as a major industry in the Town (hiring up to 131 per

L 
l sons during peak operating periods,)it will contribute to the 

econon~ of the Town; its facilities will provide opportunities 
for community oriented recreation. 

The Park contains one of Ontario's best swimming beaches, which 
will provide a variety of water oriented recreation opportunities 
to the people of Ontario. 

The significant geomorphology of the Park, and its associated 
biology, will be conserved through the 2950 acre Dunes Area,l which will also be partly developed to provide a further variety 
of extensive, and light impact recreation activities. 

L The educational and research values of these resources will be
 
made available to the public and educational groups through a
 

l series of visitor services facilities and activities.

L Wasaga Beach Provincial Park: 

- significant in its role as a contribution to the goals of L the Town of Wasaga Beach in becoming a viable recreation 
community 

~·· - significant as a provincial recreation resource, of fine 
~.L sandy beach
 

- significant for its geomorphology, natural history and
 
the related historical development·
 

L 
l With these strong values, and the heavy populations and tourist 

potential of Southern Ontario, it will become one of Ontario's 
major provincial parks. 

L
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The	 Park Goal 

To provide for the people of Ontario, and the community of Wasaga 
Beach, a wi de vari ety of year-round recreati onal , i nterpreti ve , 
educational and scientific opportunities associated with recreation 
and natural resources of provincial significance, while contributing 
towards the economY of the recreation community. 

The	 Park Objectives 

1.	 To maintain and further develop the beach for traditional 
beach day use (swimming and sun bathing) for the people of 
Southern Ontario. 

2.	 To create a wider variety of beach front oriented uses for 
day visitors, tourists, cottagers and residents. 

3.	 To provide the opportunity for extensive and space requiring 
recreation activities, in the "Dunes Area II , in recognition 
of the natural significance and fragility of the area. 

4.	 To preserve a portion of a provincially significant natural 
system. 

5.	 To interpret to the public the various resources and stories 
of Wasaga Beach, especially as they are illustrated within 
the park areas. 

6.	 To provide opportunities for education groups at all levels 
to utilize the natural resources of Wasaga Beach Provincial 
Park for learning experiences. 

7.	 To provide opportunities for further scientific research 
of the natural system of the Wasaga Beach area. 

8.	 To attract tourists and day visitors to the Wasaga Beach 
community, help sustain their interest poss ibly prolonging
their visit, or encouraging their return. 

9.	 To expand the seasons of use of the Wasaga Beach community
changing the "peak weekends in summer" to a year round 
recreation community. 

~ 
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L 
L	 The Park 

L
 

- 9.1 miles of beach, backed by Beach Areas of varying character,
 
totalling 350 acres. From East to West, Allenwood Beach Area,
 
New Wasaga Beach Area, The Point Beach Area, The Forum Beach
 
Area, Dunkerron Beach Area, Schoonertown Beach Area, Oxbow Beach
 
Area, Oakview Beach Area, and Springhurst Beach Area.
 

L 

Facilities include beach front boardwalks, wa"lking trails,
 
bicycle trails, creative play areas, open play spaces, grass

and sand, informal court sports areas, amateur quality hard
 
surface courts, picnic areas, family picnic shelters, an
 
outdoor artificial ice rink, natural ice surfaces when
 
weather permits, washrooms, change facilities and automobile
 
parking.
 

- 2950 acres inland, including representation of a provincially l significant geomorphological system of parabolic dunes and 
associated features. 

This Dunes Area will include a large Nature Reserve zone 
to conserve a section of the geomophological system. It 
will also provide (outside this zone) for extensive and 
space requiring recreation facilities and activities,l	 such as automobile camping (300 sites in the snow-free 
season, 100 sites in winter), walk-in camping (25 sites),
cross-country ski trails, snowmobile trails, hiking trails,L access to canoeing and fishing on the Nottawasaga River, 
a snowmobile assembly warming area which becomes an eques

~ trian assembly area in the non-snow season, group camping
.' 

(for educational groups).L 

L 
The park will also provide facilities, through its Visitor Services 
programme to help the user learn of the significant natural, cul
tural and recreational values of the area. Such facilities will 
include: an activity centre in the Oxbow Beach Area, the museum 
at Nancy Island, a visitor centre-education centre in the Dunesl	 Area, a trails orientation centre, plus displays, exhibits and 
programmes in appropriate 1ocati ons throughout the park. 

L 
l 

L 
L 
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Many people have been involved in planning for the Provincial 
Park at Wasaga Beach over a period of several years. This 
plan is a culmination of these efforts, and has involved the 
following personnel of the Ministry of Natural Resources. 

Preliminary Master Plan 
Project Team 

Chairman - J. A. van der Meer, District Parks Supervisor
E. C. Leonard, Landscape Architect 
R. H. Reynolds, Park Superintendent 
R. J. Carlisle, Resource Planner 
L. T. Taylor, Resource Planner 
W. Yetman, Visitor Services Programmer 

Mas ter Pl an 
Project Team 

Chairman - J. A. van der Meer, District Parks Superisor
S. George, Regional Master Planner 
J. Calicher, Landscape Architect 
J. Hicks, Landscape Architect 
J. D. Parker, Park Superintendent
R. Nuxoll, Visitor Services Programmer 

Credit must be given to all those who gave support to the project 
team, particularly members of the Site Planning Unit and Huronia 
District Office, 

and those who gave direction to the project team, especially the 
Steering Committee chaired by John Featherston, Regional Parks 
and Recreation Areas Coordinator, 

and the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and Intergovermental Affairs, 
Project Development Branch. 

We gratefully acknowledge the participation df the Council and Planning
Board of the Town of Wasaga Beach, 

and thank those who gave the effort of response to the Preliminary 
Master Plan, and the residents and visitors to Wasaga Beach with whom 
we have talked throughout the planning process. 
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1.	 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Planning Process 

Throughout this planning process, the Ministry of Natural Resources 
has had continuous contact with the Council and Planning Board of 
the Town of Wasaga Beach. Further, the staff of the planning team 
and the park have been involved in meetings and discussions, planned 
and spontaneous, with the residents of, and visitors to Wasaga Beach. 
Their desires, and requirements, and their reactions to our ideas have 
been constantly monitored and consulted throughout the process. 

In addition to the above, this Ministry circulated a "preliminary
Master Plann" for the Wasaga Beach Provincial Park in September of 
1974. This plan gave background resource and market information, 
developed a planning rationale and presented concepts for the 
development of the provincial park. Public response was invited 
prior to an extended deadline of January 7, 1975. Response was 
good, and generally very constructive. Branches and Divisions 
within this Ministry, other Ministries, Universities, professional 
associations, recreation and environmental associations, local 
municipalities, local clubs and groups, and individuals, all 
responded in written form to the preliminary plan. 

Response took four directions, as follows. 

1.	 General commendation, with few specific comments. 

2.	 No comment. Although the idea seems interesting it does 
not concern me (us). 

3.	 The dunes area should provide more in the way of 
recreation (a specific item was more snowmobiling) . 

4.	 The dunes area is a precious natural resource and 
should not provide for recreational activities. Its 
value is scientific and educational. 

These categories do not, of course, cover all of the responses 
- some people had very specific comments on vp.ry specific items 
however, they do represent the main impression of public response. 
That is, there are two poles to the question of dunes development,
those wanting to fully preserve, and those wanting to fully utilize, 
with a third element of people who generally accept the plan as 
presented. 

5
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Many comments have promoted changes in the preliminary plan, 
consideration of new ideas, rejection of other ideas. 

But the planning quandary results from the polarity of public 
response, and the preserve vs. utilize question. This was not 
unexpected, as that same polarity exists in the resource and 
market analysis which shows that there are tremendous recreation 
pressures on significant and fragile resources. 

This plan tries to recognize the need to provide for the recreation 
demand, at the same time as it provides for resource protection,
although we recognize that neither the preservationist nor the 
complete recreationist will be pleased. The public in general, and 
the resource, will gain the most in terms of recreational 
experience, resource conservation, and scientific and educational 
benefit from the plans we present for Wasaga Beach Provincial Park. 

1.2 Overview - A Recreation Community 

Wasaga Beach, since the popular and widespread use of the automobile, 
has been one of the most popular destination points for recreation 
seekers in all of Ontario. The fine sandy beaches, shallow, clear 
waters of Georgian Bay and the Nottawasaga River have come together
in a way which is magic to millions and which essentially is a 
natural base for a superb recreation resource. These resources have 
not gone unrecognized. 

Wasaga Beach has always been a resort town caterino to vacationers and has 
built an economic base upon recreation and the lefsure dollar. For 
many years this base was seasonal with commercial operators trying 
to make a year's living from Victoria Day to Labour Day. While this 
situation has improved recently with the widespread increase in winter 
sports, cross-country skiing and snowmobiling in particular, there 
remains an even greater, untapped potential for this community to 
function as a viable, year-round centre for recreational pursuits. 

The situation, in the case of Wasaga Beach, is particularly unique, 
in that the last decade has produced dramatic changes. A little more 
than ten years ago, the Government of Ontario became involved in this 
area at the request of the Village to manage the beach and control 
the sun-and-fun seekers. At the same time, profound changes were 
becoming manifest in the values and trends' of people in general. 
The demand for cottages, for places to go and things to do, was 
entering the upward swing of a long curve which has no visible end. 
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As provincial planners interpreted these trends and projections, 
they became more involved in the project and began to propose 
new, more far-reachinq soluttors for handling people and problems
in Wasaga Beach. The province's earliest idea was to purchase all 
the land in a wide band paralleling the lake front and to create 
facilities and parking for the thousands of people visiting the 
area. Subsequent plans by the province and by consultants pro
vided continual modifications to previous thinking. This included 
the 1967 ~1aster Plan by Project Planning Associates, a Toronto 
consulting firm. This plan was far reaching in scope and quite
impractical to implement, but it laid a better foundation for 
future planning. Further efforts by the local governments and 
the province culminated in the 1971 Progress Report which included 
a general master plan and embraced the concept of a "Park Communityll 
at Wasaga Beach. The importance of this fact is that it set into 
motion the programmes for developing Wasaga Beach into a complete. 
serviced resort community with extensive park facilities by stages 
to the year 1990. 

Throughout all these years of concerted planning effort, the residents 
and representatives of Wasaga Beach have voiced objection to the plans
of the province. The loss of cottages and commercial establishments 
in order to provide land for provincial objectives without apparent 
measurable returns have been understandably difficult for the people 
of Wasaga Beach to accept. It has taken a long time to reach a 
stage which is barely a start, but at this time the differing and 
mutual objectives of both the community and the province are being
realized, discussed and to a great extent respected. 

The time is right and ripe to think of Wasaga Beach as being what it 
is: UNIQUE; and to respond to the challenge of a rare opportunity 
to do what is best for the future of the community. The relationship 
here is unique in Ontario, possibly in Canada. In Banff, the town 
exists within the park, in Wasaga, the park within the town. However. 
it is not correct to think of the Provincial Park as an unwanted 
monster being forced upon the town. The park has now, and will have 
in the future, a strong role in providing recreational opportunities 
on a provincial scale. Furthermore, there are advantages in the 
presence of a large park within the town in that is is permanently 
availabl~ to residents and that it will be an effective way of 
dealing with a'l l the people who wiTl continue to come to "The Beach" 
in years to come. 

The time is upon us when a concerted effort must be made, based 
upon cooperation and understanding to confirm this town's future 
as a community based upon recreation, or a "Recreation Communityll 
as it has always strived to be. 
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The values and needs of the past are however, not always those of 
the present and future. Today's plans must consider natural and 
cultural values; they must honour and retain the good things from 
the past; they must rationally consider the motives of the day, 
yet be ready as a flexible instrument for the impossible-to-see 
trends of tomorrow. This is no small task. 

This t~inistry, in preparing a plan for the provincial park at Wasaga
Beach, has been by no means unmindful of'this town's heritage and for 
this reason has accepted the idea of a "recreation community" as being 
more accurate and meaningful than the term "Park Community". ~lhi 1e 
the Ministry of Natural Resources accepts many of the objectives set 
down in 1971 it should be clearly understood that this park has not 
been planned in a vacuum, but in parallel with the plans for the town 
and in consultation with the people and the official representatives
of the Town of Wasaga Beach. 

The concept of a Recreation Community provides for the following areas 
of development: 

1.	 Regional Development towards the goal of a year round reoreational 
area. 

2.	 Servioe Development to fw:-nish the area with a sewage treatment 
plant and oentral water system. 

3.	 Transportation Development to form a system of main aooess routes 
and to improve internal aooess ~a oirculation. 

4.	 Commercial Development to provide new and diversified oommeroiaZ 
faoilities and tourist amenities. 

5.	 Comw~nity DeveZopment to establish a viable oommunity of residents~ 

permanent and seasonal~ and to e"sure aooommodation for tourists 
and visitors. 

6.	 Provincial Park Development whioh is the subjeot of this Master 
Plan. 

Goals of the Recreation Community Project 

To provide for: 

1.	 A year round recreational area within a developing region as 
described in the proposed policy document, Design For Development: 
The Toronto Centred Region. 

2.	 The development of a large multi-faceted park integrated with a 
viable community of residents and supported by a complement of 
tourist facilities.	 .,. 
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3. The development of a	 residential community of seasonal andL	 permanent residents provided with a good standard of necessary 
community services. 

4.	 The provision of commercial facilities, including recreational 
and tourist accommodations, in several distinct areas to serve 
the needs of the residents, tourists and day visitors from.a 
wider area. 

5.	 The provision of a level of community and utility of services 
adequate for the needs of a substantial urban recreation area.l 

6.	 The provision of a system of main roads to provide ready access 
to this and the surrounding area for residents and visitors 
from the region. 

Progress Report r·1arch 1971, also recognized that lithe Park, located 
mainly in areas requiring environmental protection and areas of 
prime recreational potential, is proposed to conserve the natural 
assets of the area and to provide a wide range of recreational 
activities for day-visitors, tourists, seasonal and permanent
residents." 

L 

L 
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2.	 CONTEXT 

2.1	 Location - Setting 

Wasaga Beach is a well known recreation resort community ideally 
situated in Simcoe County at the southern end of Georgian Bay. 
It is easily accessible to millions of tourists and recreators 
and by virtue of its natural structure has become a popular 
destination for the last forty years. 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park is located entirely within the Town 
of Wasaga Beach. The Town, which was created on January 1~ 1974 
encompasses 20 square miles and incorporates, in its structure, 
the former Village of Wasaga Beach and annexed parts of Sunnidale, 
Nottawasaga and Flos Townships. 

The Wasaga Beach area has been primarily noted for its beaches 
and for summer use, but the popularity of snowmob i l i nq , the 
proximity of major ski areas and the favourable aspect of the 
area for snow suggests more significant potential for year round 
use than presently is shown. 

2.2	 Access 

Wasaga Beach has only been accessible to travellers from southern. 
Ontario and other parts of the Province since the late 1940's 
and 50's. Today, Ontario's main north-south arteries, Highways
400 and 27 direct travellers to Wasaga Beach via Highways 92 
and 26. The former leads directly to the resort's present commercial 
core at the bridge terminus of Highway 92, and the latter directs 
traffic to Wasaga Beach via Byrnes Avenue and the cottaged shores 
of Brock's, Springhurst and Oakview Beaches. 

Two access roads off Highway 26 are used by visitors more familiar 
with the area; Townline Road (County Road 7) and Sunnidale Road 
(County Road 10) provide direct access to the Springhurst~ Oakview 
Beach and Oxbow Beach areas. 

The Ministry of Transportation and Communications (M.T.C.) has 
completed two studies affecting the Wasaga Beach area. 

1.	 Highway Flanrcinq Study 
Barpie - Simcoe County 

This plan deals with proposals affecting the Simcoe County region
and specifically recommends: 

a.	 "a Barrie-Collingwood arterial is proposed to serve travel 
desires between Highway 400 and the Wasaga Beach, Stayner,
Collingwood areas ... and to provide a basic transportation 
corridor ..... The proposal involves expansion of Highway
92 and a new alignment of Highway 26 west from Highway 27 
towards Collingwood. A route has been chosen for this 
Highway 26, but the commitment to build is considered in I 
the long range by M.T.C. (After 1986)." Refer to Figure 3. 

10 
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b.	 "Wasaga Beach - r~idl and Hiqhway: A new hiqhway is recommended 
along the shore area of Nottawasaga Bay from Wasaga Bay to 
Midland. This proposal envisions a scenic or parkway route to 
be designed in harmony with recreational and environmental 
considerations of the area. Again this is a long range proposal. 
No route has been selected. 1I 

2.	 FeasibiZity Study February 1974 
Iniiernal: Road System 

This study deals with proposals and considerations related to localL	 traffic systems. Those aspects which affect or influence the 
provincial park are outlined below. 

a.	 A major concern of the M.T.C. study is the expected need for 
a new or improved east-west arterial corridor south of the 
Nottawasaga River to relieve traffic loads on existing roads 
and to serve future community residential areas. In all, 
three alternatives have been investigated; the resultant choice 
being a 1imited access, "rural " type route entirely appropriate 
to the park setting proposed in this plan. This route consists 
of a new alignment south of River Road West, between the 
Schoonertown Bridge and Highway 92. 

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed road network with the east
west arterial route. 

b.	 Overall Network 

The Feasibility Study further recommends access to the Recreation 
Community via Highway 26 (new alignment) to the various collector 
roads: Townline Road (County Road 7), Sunnidale Road, Klondike 
Park Road to Powerline and Golf Course Roads and by means of the 
Eastern Access Road to Highway 92. 

M.T.C. suggests that in later phases of planning of the Wasaga 
area, access to the central areamay be necessary via Powerline 
Road. 

Of all the internal improvements that M.T.C. proposes, the 
development of Powerline Road as an access route is the lowest L	 pri ority. 

This master plan recommends that Powerline Road be transferred 
to the province for immediate use as an internal park road with 
the understanding that long term requirements may result in its 
use as a public collector road. 

11
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For the short term, more emphasis should be placed on Sunnidale 
Road as a collector road and this Ministry consult with r~.T.C. 

to consider alignment improvements to Golf Course Road. The 
Golf Course Road could be improved through cooperation of the 
Town, Ministry of Natural Resources and Ministry of Transportation 
and Communications as a Park Access Road. 

2.3 Market Area 

In this plan, it has been accepted that the distance which people can 
travel in two hours is a reasonable limit to achieve a day1s recreation 
experience. This does not include those on extended-period vacations 
who comprise much of the market to the Wasaga Beach region. 

Approximately five million persons, or 70% of Ontario's population 
reside within this two hour range of Wasaga Beach. These people 
represent the basic potential market for short-term visitors to Wasaga 
Beach. 

The population within this major market area is one of the greatest
concentrations per unit area in Canada and is expected to increase by 
a rate of 32% by 1991. 

2.4 Visitor Use 

Accessibility to the greatest number of people as \Vell as the type and 
variety of facilities, and special characteristics of features of a 
Park affect the degree of use which that park experiences. • 
Traffic counters and numbers of permits sold at beach gates (over a 
ten year period) reveal that Wasaga Beach is akin to a teeming mobile 
city almost every weekend in the summer. 

Beach user surveys conducted in 1962, 1967, 1970-73, indicate that the 
majority of visitors are day visitors from the Toronto area, that they
have consciously chosen to visit l~asaga for a beach experience (sun, 
sand, and water), and that "people" 'are part of that experience. 

Certainly Wasaga Beach fulfills the requirements of day-use demand in 
respect to resource character and availability, location and accessibility, 
but, Wasaga Beach is also a resort town with many seasonal residences 
and tourist accommodations, and it is a permanent home for many more. 

There are four basic categories of "users" of \~asaga Beach, each having 
different needs and demands on Park and Community facilities. \'Jithin 
the categories of: 

Residents
 
Cottagers (Seasonal Residents)

Tourists
 
Day Visitors,
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there are groups of persons that require additional consideration. 
Of the permanent population of Wasaga Beach, 24% are senior citizens. 
This group is increasing in size and already gives Wasaga almost 
twice the Provincial average of residents over 60. 

Family groups traditionally represent the largest user group in 
provincial parks and Wasaga Beach is ideally situated for family 
activity. Many of the seasonal residents, tourists and day visitors 
are fami ly groups. 

There are large numbers of groups representing various cultural back
grounds who use the beach both as seasonal residents and day users. 
Their traditions of recreational use add a new dimension to provincial 
park usage which must be considered. 

Finally, Wasaga Beach has always been an attraction to the youth of 
the province (16 - 25 years of age) who flock to the area on weekends 
to enjoy its amenities. 

The identification and recognition of this variety of user groups and 
their characteristics necessitates great flexibility in planning for 
the use and enjoyment of the provincial park within the community. 

Description of Park Users 

1. Res idents 

Present Statistics 

Within the new Town of Wasaga Beach, there are approximately 4040 
residents (1975). 

Surveys indicate that many of the residents presently do not use the 
beach for active summer recreation. However, resident use over the 
past few years has increased with park beach development. Many
residents participate in the winter recreation opportunities. 

Trends 

Projections for the future su~gest about 10,500 permanent residents 
by 1986 (Progress Report 1971). 

With a growing population, especially in the retired group and within 
the concepts of a Recreation Community, it appears the Province will 
have an increased responsibility towards the permanent residents at 
Wasaga Beach in facilities planned in the park. 
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Needs 

At present, many residents are working in the recreation-tourist 
industry and have little time to become involved in recreational 
activities which are summer and day oriented. 

There is a need to provide a variety of activities and facilities, ;",,,'''"··,.
land and water based, that will give the full range of age groups I 
of residents an opportunity to become involved recreationally at 
different time of the day and throughout the year. 

2. Cottagers (Seasonal Residents) 

Present Statistics
 

The estimated summer population of cottagers (1975) is 10,900 persons.
 

Surveys indicate considerable use of the beach by cottagers, principally

during the week, but on weekends also.
 

Trends
 

Projections for the future range as high as 25,000 seasonal cottagers

but these estimates are subject to revisions within the Official Plan
 
for the Town. More and more of the summer cottages are being winterized
 
and there is an increasing trend towards year-round use of residences
 
by their owners. Many express a desire to participate in local events
 
and many seek to eventually retire in the Town of Wasaga Beach. This
 
trend generally means a growth of the "resident" group, balanced by a
 
reducti on of "seasona1" numbers.
 

Needs
 

Accessibility to the beach is of prime concern to most cottagers.

Availability of a variety of activities and facilities, land and
 
water based, for all age groups, information concerning regional attractions, :fi

and programmes designed to encourage involvement of seasonal residents in ..
 
local activities are recognized as requirements which can be met most
 
effectively through cooperation betwen park and community recreation
 
programmers .
 

3. Tourists 

Present Statistics 

A number of privately owned cottages are rented on a weekly basis during 'il 
the summer. It is estimated that there are commercial cottages, motel 
and hotel accommodations for between 3,500 and 5,000 persons in Wasaga
Beach at this time. There are 14 private campgrounds offering 985 ;I 
campsites within ten miles of Wasaga Beach. II 

14 
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Trends 

Future projections estimate as many as 14,000 tourists accommodated 
on a peak day by 1986 (Progress Report 1971). Changing trends in 
leisure time will no doubt affect the tourist industry, but plans
within Wasaga Beach Recreation Community will remain as flexible and 
sensitive as possible to changes in demands and preferences. 

Many accommodations are winterized to provide facilities for the 
increasing trend towards year-round recreational activities. 

Needs 

Tourists most commonly seek out points of interest in and around their 
destination. The provincial park should provide a wide variety of 
recreational and educational activities, opportunities and facilities 
as well as providing information on additional events, and attractions 
in the community and vicinity. 

4. Day Users 

Present Statistics 

From the 1970 Beach User Survey, (Sunday, August 9, 1970) 68% of those 
surveyed were day-users and 62% of the visitors came from Toronto. A 
survey conducted on Sunday, July 30, 1972, showed that 59% of the users 
were day-users and	 44% were from Toronto. 

Licence plate surveys in 1973 showed that on holiday weekends, between 
63% and 64% of cars in the park had Toronto issued licence plates. 

1	 These percentages represent several thousand persons at anyone time 
from a given origin. The nature of counting varies greatly between 
traffic counters (24 hour periods), permit sales (8 hours) and sample 
surveys, but interpolation and market area studies indicate that WasagaL	 should be prepared to handle over one million visitors in a single 
season. 

L	 Trends 

'··'i '·~· ·
L

The current attraction for day-users at Wasaga Beach is the beach 
itself. Two hours driving time represents the time most 
travel to achieve a day's recreation activity and this 
Wasaga Beach presently encompasses five million persons. 

range from 
Day use 

people will 

population growth 
or 3.4% per year. 

Even with high water levels drastically reducing the amount of beach 
available to visitors, the total recorded attendance at Wasaga Beach 
Provincial Park in 1973 was still greater than at all other provincial
parks in Ontario except Pinery and Algonquin. 
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I 

II 
Facilities developed within the park will provide for the needs of 
large numbers of day visitors. To meet the projected peak demand 
(as high as 35,000 people in one day) without usurping vital space,
requires meaningful information systems, alternative transportation
methods, flexibility and multiple-use potential in park areas to 
minimize pressures on the community. I 
Needs IPresently, the day-user is attracted to Wasaga Beach by the beach 
itself in search of sun, sand and water-oriented experience and in 
search of social interaction. Basic facilities required are, parking,
washrooms, change-houses, concessions (refreshments), and shelters. I 
A more significant effort will be made to promote day-uses at times 
other than the summer and to complement the community in providing 
recreational activities and opportunities for a wide spectrum of 
people and interests. 

2.5 Other Opportunities 

Intervening 

Assuming that the Toronto-centred Region is a major source of people 
seeking a beach experience, and that two hours represents the time 
they will travel to achieve a day's recreation, it can be shown that 
Wasaga Beach offers 70% of the supply of provincial park bathing 
beaches available to this market. Fourteen other provincial parks 
within two hours of Toronto offer a total of 3.9 miles of public beach, II 
Wasaga alone offers 9.1 miles. In other words, there are not many 
areas that will intervene between the user and a beach experience at 
Wasaga Beach. I 
Comp1 ementary 

ISimcoe County is promoted by the Huronia Tourist Association as having 
a significant number of tourist attractions, ranging from historic 
sites, museums, and zoos to other provincial parks, Conservation 
Authority Areas, natural areas, recreational facilities, commercial 8 
attractions and accommodation facilities including hotels, motels and 
private campgrounds. Rather than detract from the tourist and recreation 
potential of Wasaga Beach, this wealth of available features enhances I 
the role of Wasaga Beach as both a destination and as a centre from 
which to visit other attractions in the region. . 

I 

..
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3. RESOURCES 

3.1 Cultural Resources 

Early History 

Historically, the Nottawasaga River has been a main artery of man's 
activities. Initial human activity in the Wasaga Beach Area probably
occurred during the Archaic Cultural Period (5000 - 1000 B.C.). 

Archaeological evidence of Saugeen Indian fishing encampments along
the Nottawasaga River has been recorded within the park. These people
occupied areas of Southwestern Ontario about 2000 years ago. 

No direct evidence has been found to indicate that Huron or Petun 
people used the area's resources as part of their subsistence pattern; 
however, it is known historically that Hurons often travelled through
this area on their way to Petun country. 

During the latter historic period, Algonkian people who had moved into 
areas abandoned by the Ontario Iroquois (Huron and Petun) used the 
River for transportation and for fishing. 

The first European influence on the area also centred on the River. 
British fur trade and military supply routes to the northwest followed 
along the Nottawasaga River into the bay and north to the Fort 
Michilimackinac. 

During the War of 1812, the British schooner HMS Nancy was sunk at 
the mouth of the river by three US ships and a small garrison was 
built by the British at Schoonertown in 1814-15. However, when 
Pentanguishene became a focal point for the military, Schoonertown 
faded and the Nottawasaga River became less important as a transportation 
route. 

Ninteenth century entrepreneurs logged white pine from the dunes and 
the beach. At least five sawmills were operating in the Wasaga area 
between the 1830's and 1890's. The shallowness of the river and sand
bars in the Oxbow area created transportation problems for ships. When 
the railway bypassed Wasaga Beach for Collingwood in 1855 hopes and 
prospects for industrial development ended. 

When the beach had been cleared of its white pine, it became a long, 
narrow sandy roadway. 

L 
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I 
Recent History 

During the 1920's and 1930's little development took place. The 
first paved road (now Highway 26) did not approach Wasaga Beach 
until 1930, and even then this was a single-lane road. A second 
lane was added in 1947. However, Highway 92 (E1mva1e to Wasaga 
Beach bridge) was paved in 1940 and the root of traffic congestion 
was extended. I 
Then the influx of soldiers from Camp Borden during World War II 
and widespread availability of the automobile started a trend to I
increasing day-use and wild weekend sprees. Inexpensive tourist 
cabins and hundreds of cottages spread along the beach. Finally, 

'''?J 
.,. Ithe construction of Highway 400 during the early 1950's brought 

more and more day-visitors from Toronto and surrounding areas. The I 
resort was transformed into a melange of hotels, motels and amusement 
centres interspread with cottages, cabins, variety stores and snack 
bars. 

The following quote, written by R. Wolfe in Beoreatrion in Ontax-io, 
University of Toront03 19483 summari zes the development of Wasaga
Beach. It could have been written very recently. 

"The present state of affairs is the inevitah le result of
 
the resort's haphazard and unpremeditated grOl.Jth. It is
 
equal lq the result of the [act: that Wasaga Beaon is purely
 
a summer »eeort , and nothing else."
 I

And this further quote from R. Wolfe, 1948, applied until the summer
 
of 1973, when the Ministry of Natural Resources finally removed
 
automobile traffic from the beach.
 I 

"The most obvious disability that Wasaga labours unde»,
 
and the one that disturbs thougttful visitors most stronglY3
 
is the inadequaay of the road system --- that has turned
 I 
the resort's ahief aBset3 its splendid beaah3 into the
 
hazardous 3 odouroue highlJJay it has become, "
 IIn 1962-63 the Village of Wasaga Beach and Townships of Sunnida1e 

and Nottawasaga, requested from the Ontario Government assistance 
in the management of the beach. In 1967, the Province commissioned 
a firm of consultants to recommend future direction for the community. I 
In 1971, direction had been established and government commitment to 
aid tn the development of Wasaga Beach as a year-round recreation 
community was out1 i ned in Wasaga Park C07l7T7lW1.ity Projeat: Progress I 
Iepori: wn. 

-,
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3.2 Natural Resources 

Water 

Wasaga Beach lies at the head of Nottawasaga Bay, where clean waters 
are a major attraction for swimmers. Up to six parallel sets of sand 
bars render the water shallow, enabling bathers to wade and swim 
safely sometimes hundreds of feet into the bay. Shallow waters warm 
easily, making the cool waters of the bay even more pleasant for bathing. 

The Great Lakes are subject to water level changes which occur at 
irregular intervals. These levels have a great effect on the width 
of the dry beach at Wasaga because of its long, gentle slope. Old 
timers remember two or three periods when the beach was as narrow 
as in 1973, but they also remember when the dry beach was over two 
hundred feet wide. It will, no doubt, continue these cycles. 

The Nottawasaga Ri ver empti es into Nottawasaga Bay at Wasaga Beach, 
its waters murky with suspended sands, clays and organic matter. The 
organic matter settles into troughs in Nottawasaga Bay, to be churned 
up during storms and deposited by currents along the beach. This muck 
or detritus, studied by the Ministry in 1972, was found to be composed
of natural materials (leaves and twigs, partially decomposed).
Unsightly and unpleasant to wade through, it is, however, no pollution
hazard, only a management problem. 

Studies of raised beaches (Martini) show lenses of what appears to be 
"muck", indicating that this process has gone on at least for the 
last 3000 years. 

The Nottawasaga River is important as a sports fishery, utilized 
heavily by anglers, spring, summer and fall. They fish from the banks, 
from canoes and rowboats and near the mouth from power boats. 

The Nottawasaga River, historically a major transportation route, is 
now becoming popular as a canoe route, both for casual trips and for 
races. 

Climate 

Weather is one of the contributing factors to the attractivity of 
Wasaga Beach. 

The climate is generally the same as that of most Southern Ontario 
mid-latitude, humid continental; however, it is locally moderated by
prevailing winds blowing on-shore across a vast expanse of Georgian
Bay waters. This results in generally cooler summer temperatures, 
warmer and snowier winters, and a long cool spring. 

Spectacular sunsets and cloud formations are visible regularly as the 
sun sets over the bay in summer and moves toward Blue Mountain, 
silhouetting the Niagara Escarpment in fall and winter. 

Mild sunny weather complements the shallow, sloping shores of fine sand 
and the clear, clean waters of the bay, rendering Wasaga Beach one of 
the finest public bathing beaches in the Province. 
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I 
People, however, may react differently to the heat in the dunes. In I 
the summertime, open prairie areas often have ground temperatures 
approaching 1300F and even the forested dunes may achieve ground ..temperatures of 120oF. Very hot ground and hot still air can make Ii
the foredunes and parabolic dunes areas very uncomfortable in the summer. 
Spring, fall and winter, are different stories. Moderate temperatures
and tree-stilled air help make these areas aesthetically very pleasing 
for the walker, snowshoer, or cross-country skier. I 
Geology and Geomorphology I 
Evolution 

Bedrock plays only a minor role in the geohistory of Wasaga. The I
Wasaga Beach geomorphological system is a result of the power of wind 
and the movement of water shaping and reshaping the debris (a pre
Algonquin till sheet) left behind by the last Pleistocene ice advance 
in the area (Wisconsin glaciers). 

The following process is modified from two papers by I.P. Martini, 
University of Guelph. Please use Figure 7 see the relationship between 
time periods, and the lake levels. , 

Wisconsin glaciers deposit and shape till plains of Georgian
 
Bay and Lake Simcoe Lowlands.
 

I12,000 years before present
 

Glaciers retreating northward; waters of Lake Algonquin

inundate the Georgian Bay and Lake Simcoe Lowlands. I
 
Waters of Lake Algonquin flowed through southern outlets,
 
one of which was Lake Simcoe Trent Valley system to the I
 
St. Lawrence Lowlands.
 

Further northward regression of ice opened northern drainage I
 areas, and rebound of land occurred in ice-free regions.

Consequently, the lake level dropped, leaving sandy, gravelly
 
beach ridges (Algonquin Beaches).
 I 
10,500 years ago 

Lake Hough stage, water is much below present level of Lake I 
Huron, discharging via a northeastern outlet to the Ottawa 
Vall ey. I10,500 to 6,000 years ago 

As the province deglaciated, the land began to rebound. Northern
 
regions and outlets rose higher and faster than southern regions
 
of the province. Water level of lakes rose again. The rising
 
water initiated a spit (across the Nottawasaga Bay) by the
 
earliest stages of Lake Nipissing.
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L Water Levels in the Lake Huron Basin 13,000 years Before Present until Present 
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6,000 to 3,700 years ago 

Lake Nipissing stage.	 Lake remained at its highest level. 

Spit grew into a barrier. Lagoons formed behind it. 

3,700 to 3,500 years ago 

Lake Nipissing water levels dropped to Lake Algoma level. 
Much sand of the exposed, shallow barrier became available to 
wind erosion. It piled up in high transverse dunes that 
were gradually vegetated. 

3,500 to 2,500 years ago 

Recurring rapid drops in v/ater tables, dry periods (and possibly 
fires) may have led to devegetation of transverse dunes and to 
the formation of high parabolic dunes. In this period, and to 

r	 the present, continuing drops in water level to the present level 
JI.,	 of 580 feet A.S.L. left behind a series of raised beaches capped 

by parallel dunes (each beach ridge was, at one time, probably 
similar to the existing beach shoreline). 

In this period too, the Nottawasaga River breached through the 
barrier system, developing the present flood plain area. 

Present 

Blowouts in the dunes, the present spit, an active beach and an 
underwater sand bar-shelf are c~rrent active processes. 

Compone~ts of the System 

The Wasaga Beach area,	 then, represents a geomorphological system 
associated with glacial and post glacial lakes, and the development 
of a barrier complex.	 This complex has seven major elements. 

1. Pre-Algonquin till	 sheet and spillway of Lake Algonquin 

These features are not generally in evidence within the Town of
 
Wasaga Beach, but comprise the major landform to the south.
 
One cut in the river shows evidence of the till.
 

2. Algonquin Raised Beaches 

Three Algonquin Beach lines are recognizable within the Town of 
of Wasaga Beach. 

3. Nipissing Lagoon 

LoW flat areas of marl or lagoon sediment, new occupied by Jack's 
Lake, Mark Lake and surrounding farm fields and woodlots. 
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I 
4. Barrier Island - High Dunes Area I 

An area of foredunes (and blown out transverse dunes) 
undulate randomly inland of the raised beaches, and 

that I 
A band of large, parabolic or U shaped dunes that often exceed 

•~I100 feet in vertical relief. 

5. Post Nipissing Raised Beaches 

A band of parallel recurring ridges and swales extending north I 
ward from the dunes field. The ridges are often topped with small, 
parallel dunes. ,

6. The River channel, floodplain and alluvial flats 

An area of sediment reworked by the Nottawasaga River. I 
7. Recent Sandy Environments 

The present beach, the underwater and sand shelf and bars, the I 
river-lake interface area (spit) and active, developing blowouts 
in the dunes are ongoing processes in the continuing evolution of 
this barrier complex. d 

Of these components, all except the Algonquin raised beaches are present
within the Provincial Park boundaries (The pre-Algonquin till sheet is Irepresented in one river cut.). 

Biology I 
Flora 

IBotanists (Cuddy, Carlisle, Norman) have identified twenty-six
biological communities within the geomorphological system of Wasaga
Beach. Of these, twenty-two OCC'Jr \'Ji thi n the boundari es of the dune 
park, as illustrated in Figure 10. Ii 
A study by R.S.W. Bobbette of his own work and other known collections, 
identifies 611 species within the boundaries of the town. Most of I
these also occur within the park. 

These communities occur in close association with components of the I
geomorphological system. The raised beaches exhibit a striking
pattern of dry vegetation on the ridges and wet bog communities in 
the swales. The vegetation in the dunes varies from open desert 
(blowouts) through prairie, prairie heath, and savanah to closed forest 
cover. Many of the dunes species are native xeric species, pre-adapted 
colonizers of dry sands. 
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The floodplain and river basin areas contain typical floodplain 
meadow and forest species. 

Only the farmed fields and two pine plantations are major deviations 
from natural development systems. 

Many of the communities and species now existing in the dunes fields 
are not common in Ontario, and appear to have held on to this sandy
dry area from a period perhaps 4,000 years in the past when climatic 
conditions were much drier. And \vhile the normal undisturbed succession 
process (something that almost never happens) would suggest that all 
of the prairie should now have advanced to full closed forest, botanists 
suggest that frequent fires (both natural and hunan origin) have been 
instrumental in maintaining the vegetative communities of Wasaga Beach 
in all stages of succession. 

Fauna 

Detailed faunal studies have not been carried out for the Wasaga Beach 
area, but will be, as part of the operation of the park. The variety
of habitats should give rise to an interesting variety of species, 
but to date, no unusual or rare species have been identified. Normal 
species of small mammals are found (chipmunks, squirrels, mice, rabbits, 
raccoons, etc.). 

Deer do not nonnally "overwinter" in this area, but in the late summer 
and fall they do feed in the dunes and along the river. 

Historic and recent records identify 218 species of birds in the immediate 
vicinity of Wasaga Beach (that is, within the new boundaries of the Town).
This variety of species results from a variety of environments, the 
dominant of which are the shore, the marshes of Marl and Jack Lakes, 
and the dry, forested dunes. Adjacent Georgian Bay plays an influential 
role as well, with Wasaga Beach and the Nottawasaga River as part of a 
Bay fl y\-Jay • 

Past nesting records of Prairie warbler and Piping plover, sometimes 
in surprising numbers, are not being repeated in recent years. Perhaps
increased human activity has influenced the activities of these sen
sitive species, but it is also possible that Wasaga's recent image is 
not one that attracts naturalists and bird watchers, and records are 
not made because qualified people are not visiting the beach r.egularly 
to view bird life . 

Hopefully, new enthusiasm will help complete and maintain species records 
at the Beach. 
The Nottawasaga River is a very important recreational fishing source 
in Southern Ontario, pickel~el and trout being the most notable and 
commonly sought by fishermen. 
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3.3 Development Constraints 

Vegetative Fragility 

A study (Sealey) in the summer and fall of 1973 investigated the 
twenty-one plant communities found within the Dune Park (see Figure 10). 
Careful evaluation was given to each species in a community, on the 
basis of relative numbers, rate of recovery if disturbed, aesthetics, 
role of the species in the presence of other species and so on. After 
all species in a community were evaluated, and given a numerical rating,
their values were totalled to give a community fragility rating. Figure
11 indicates only the four most fragile communities within the Wasaga 
dunes system. 

It is important to note that almost all of the communities would rank 
in the top 20% of a provincial ranking system. In short, with very 
little use, the biological communities of the Dunes park will be des
troyed or seriously modified. 

This conclusion is based on research by a University of Guelph gradua~e 

student in which a number of ground cover sites were subjected to 
different amounts of trampling. In some areas as few as eight trips 
per day for three weeks w"ill destroy all ground cover, exposing bare 
sand. 

Slope 

The dunes are made up of unconsolidated sands, which, having been positioned 
where they are by wind sorting, are subject to further wind movement if 
exposed. 

In the larger dunes, many of the slopes approach the natural angle of 
repose for sand of this shape and size; that is, the steepest angle 
that sand can rest at without starting to move by gravity. 

The steepness of slopes, fragility of vegetative cover stabilizing
slopes, and the propensity of the unconsolidated sands to wind movement 
all suggest that hillsides (dune sides) are more fragile and subject to 
deterioration through excessive use than the flatter areas. 

Water Tabl e 

With only a slight elevation above Georgian Bay and the Nottawasaga
River, much of the land has a high water table, especially the raised 
beaches and lagoon areas. This places constraints on installation of 
septic systems, construction and maintenance of some facilities (such 
as roads), and general desirability for recreation activities. 

Existing Development 

While the Dunes Area of the park is relatively natural in appearance, 
it has undergone some development, or been subjected to some utilization. 
These changes are manifested by road and hydro cuts, plantations,
excavations and other remnants of other human activities. 
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4. RESOURCE EVALUATION 

4.1 Significance of the Resources of Wasaga Beach 

The following is a description of the significance of the various 
resources of Wasaga Beach: 

Geomorphology 

There are other baymouth bar systems on the Great Lakes. None, however, 
show the combination of raised beaches, foredunes and parabolic dunes 
to the extent of Wasaga Beach. 

There is one other similar set of raised beaches on the Great Lakes, 
near Ipperwash on Lake Huron. It is not under Crown ownership. 

Wasaga Beach has the largest known set of parabolic dunes in Ontario. 
Even compared to other sets of large dunes of different types, these 
are some of the least disturbed by man's activity. 

The foredunes (blown out high transverse dunes), 10 to 20 feet high, 
are not unlike general dune systems anywhere in the Great Lakes. Both 
the foredunes and parabolic dunes are composed of unconsolidated wind 
blown sands. If vegetative cover is disturbed, these sands are subject 
to further movement by the wind. 

Lagoon sequences, floodplains and the river's edge are not unlike many
similar features elsewhere. Their significance lies in their relation
ship to other features as part of a geomorphological system. 

The dunes area of the park, unsuitable for agriculture and not yet 
subjected to residential development is still a fari1y natural area. 

Biology 

The whole area exhibits a strong visible relationship betwen the geology
and biology (especially in the raised beaches). 

There are many interesting species here. Many are uncommon in Southern 
Ontario, but abundant in the Wasaga Beach area. Some are species found 
only in special habitats. They are limited in distribution. Some are 
northern species that have their southern most station here; some are 
western species with their eastern most station here. 

A wide variety of conditions (swamp to high dune) gives rise to a large 
number of species. 

Some communities such as prairie and prairie heath, which are not 
commonly found in Ontario are represented here in the foredune area. 

l 
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I 
A sequence of communities and species exists from bare sand to closed I 
forest. This sequence has probably existed continuously, maintained 
by fires and other natural disturbances. ,I
If completely protected, this sequence probably would, through succession, 
evolve completely to closed forest. Such "complete" protection may not 
be desirable, or even possible. I 
History IThe prehistory of the Wasaga Beach area is still speculative. Archae
ological surveys are not complete. However, preliminary indications 
show that the Wasaga Area was repeatedly used by different native Icu1 tures. 

Military and town development history of Wasaga Beach is of regional
significance. 

Recreation I
The development of Wasaga Beach as a recreation resource is of 
provincial significance. 

The Beach, stable, gently sloping and very long, is one of the great I 
beaches on the Great Lakes. 

The ri ver is at 1east regi onally s i gnifi cant as a sports fi shery, and I 
is gaining importance as a recreational canoeing route. 

I 
4.2 Management Units. 

The Dunes Area of Wasaga Beach Provincial Park as described in the Ipreceding sections, is little known, highly complex and extremely
delicate. This condition suggests that lithe dunes" be carefully
analyzed and more carefully planned to ensure that lithe provision
of a wide variety of recreational poss tb i l i tf es ", as stated in the I 
park goal does not jeopardize the existence of irretrievable natural 
resources. While it is not economically or practically possible to 
own and selectively protect or develop all of the dunes, the lands I
proposed for the park do offer potential for both. 

The process of analysis to determine selected use potentials for an 
area has produced Management Units. These units are basically more I 
workable subsections of the geomorphological features and are deter
mined by specific natural factors such as biology, water table, drainage
and slope or by artificial factors such as boundaries and human inter I 
ference in the landscape. Figure 13 locates these units and indicates 
a potential degree of development for each (as described in secion 4.4.) 

~,The management units are listed and described in the following sections. .,1····\
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L
 Management Unit Acreage	 Development

Potential see 
section 4.4 

l.	 Beach-spit-shelf 280 3 

2.	 Raised Beaches 
2a. Ross' Hoods 30 2 
2b. Oakv i ew Hoods 40 2 to 4 
2c. Racetrack Section . 35 4 
2d. Central Raised Beaches 120 1 
2e. Eastern Raised Beaches 80 2 

3.	 Foredunes 
3a. Racetrack Section 210 4 
3b. Foredunes Section 460 1 
3c. East Section 300 2 

4.	 Parabolic Dunes 
4a. West Section 200 2 
4b. Central Section 480 1 
4c. East Section 300 2 

5.	 Areas of Lagoonal Sediments 
5a. Nottawasaga River Section 315 3 
5b. Sage Farm Section 140 3 

6.	 Nottawasaga River Shoreline 130 2 to 4 

7.	 Sand Plain 40 3 

8.	 Geological Cross Section 25 1 

L	 9. Park Links 

L 
9a. Schoonertown Link 15 4 
9b. Powerline-Joan Link 60 4 
9c. Nancy Island Link 40 4 

l
L
L 

L
L
 

3,300 Acres 
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4.3 Unit Descriptions 

1. The Beach - Spit - Shelf 

The nine miles of long, wide, sandy, shallow beach, with up to six 
submerged sand bars, is rated as a Class I Recreation resource 
(according to the Ontario Land Inventory 1966 to 1969.) 

It is safe for swimming along its whole length except at the Point 
where river curren~ create dangerous undertows. It is this one small 
section, too, which is unstable, subject to changes in shape from the 
river currents. The remainder is a stable active beach. 

By nature, the beach does not have much vegetation. This situation 
has been reinforced by past use and development, and now very few 
natural undisturbed plant communities exist along the beach. 

However, the beach is stable and can stand a high degree of use, so 
long as groynes, piers and other obstructions are not placed in the 
water to interrupt the normal, natural beach building processes. 

The water of Nottawasaga Bay is clean, clear and generally pollution 
free. Regular summer samples identify occasional high coliform counts 
from drainage ditches emptying on the beach. The water table of this 
area is high, making it generally unsuitable for septic systems. The 
proposed servicing system would accommodate the sewage from private,
park and commercial areas along this section alleviating this problem. 

2. The Raised Beaches 

The raised beaches are composed of fine, sorted beach sands, laid over 
gravel (the original baymouth bar). The high water table is maintained 
by the height of the river or Georgian Bay and by normal water recharge. 
The swales or troughs often have standing water in them, while the ridges 
are well drained sands. This gives rise to a striking pattern of
vegetation with the dry ridges supporting white birch, red maple and 
cedar bush, while the swales support white birch-balsam bush, red ash
white birch - tamarack bush or wet shrub thickets, as well as high 
numbers of orchid species. 

The plant cover is dense, because of the availability of water, and 
insect populations are high. It is, therefore, generally unpleasant
for people, although insect-eating birds (warblers, vireos, fly-catchers) 
are numerous" especially in migration. 

The area has no septic suitability because of the high water tables. 
Further, if artificial drainage took place, the effect on the biological 
communities would be extreme. 
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The wetland species are totally dependent on a good supply of readily 
available water. 

Some of the older (higher) beach ridges have small embryonic dunes on them 
composed, no doubt, of sand blown from beaches created later with the 
dropping post Nipissing levels to present levels. 

Of the five raised beach sections 2d, the Powerline Unit, is the largest 
and least disturbed, and therefore, most representative both geomor
phologically and biologically. 

3. The Foredunes 

The foredunes are found in one long continuous section behind the 
raised beaches. They are composed of wind sorted sands, are low 
randomly located hills which will blowout easily if their vegetative
cover is removed. It is probable that sands first collected into this 
foredune area as high transverse dunes before being even further wind 
sorted and blown out to make the parabolic dunes. 

These foredunes contain the most significant species and communities in 
the whole of Wasaga Beach area. The vegetation, dry 1and species, 
ranges from open sand prairie to prairie heath to red oak - white pine 
savannah, to red oak - red pine - white pine forest in both open and 
closed phases. The vegetative cover is thin, clinging tenuously to 
the dry sands. Studies in 1973 (Sealey) have shown that even light use 
will disturb the vegetative cover exposing the bare sands to the wind. 
Continued use prohibits the vegetation from closing back in over bare 
areas. 

It is presumed that many of the prairie areas have been maintained by
fire, both natural and man caused, and that further fire will be necessary 
to keep it from evolving naturally to savannah and ultimately closed forest. 

In the spring, fall and winter, the dunes are very attractive and pleasant
but in the summer, soil temperatures of up to 55Q C. have been recorded; 
this hot still air makes the dunes generally unpleasant areas in which 
to walk. 

The Central Section 3b, contains most of the prairie, as well as pralrle
heath, and open and closed phases of red oak, white pine and red pine 
forest. Of the three foredune units, it is biologically most significant. 

4. Parabolic Dunes 

Parabolic Dunes are uncommon in Ontario. The size, extent and degree
of preservation of this set of parabolic dunes renders them of provincial 
significance. These dunes are made up of wind sorted sands, as are the 
foredunes. They are oriented north-west to south-east (in the direction
of the prevailing winds). The best developed dunes occur in the centre 
of the best, tapering off in size and in uniformity of shape towards their 
eastern and western ends. 
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Most of the area is covered with red pine, white pine or red pine .. 
white pine-red oak forest in open and closed phases. There are
 
also some areas of prairie and prairie heath. As in the foredunes,
 
the more open areas are very hot and uncomfortable in the summer,
 
and the closed forest areas, although with less extreme ground I
 
temperatures, are also less windy, again becoming uncomfortable on
 
hot days.
 I
Steep slopes are common in the parabolic dunes, the unstable sands 
being held in place by fragile ground vegetation. Where the 
vegetation is disturbed, blowouts readily occur; many are found in I
these parabolic dunes. 

The Central Section 4b exhibits the best developed and largest
parabolic dunes of the system and is, therefore, the most signifi  I 
cant of the three parabolic dunes sections· The East Section is 
less disturbed but the dunes are smaller and are not so obviously 
parabolic. I 
The West Section 4a is similar in size to 4b but is less character
istic and more disturbed by man. I 
5. Lagoonal Sediments IAt the time the beach ridges were being formed, and the sand was 
blowing and creating the dunes, there was a large lagoon south of 
the baymouth bar. Today, Marl Lake and Jack Lake are remnants' of 
the lagoon but there is a much larger area of clay silt, marly sons I 
extending beyond the park and Town boundaries. Much of this land 
has been cleared for agriculture. As it is generally varved clay
and silt loam with a high content of marl, drainage is poor. I 

;;te, 
1/6. Nottawasaga River Shoreline I

The Nottawasaga River has breached the geological system throughout 
the Dunes Area. It meanders slugglishly through the lagoon sediments 
leaving a wide band of "hazard land" subject to spring flooding. I 
It cuts sharply through the western unit of High Dunes exposing steep 
bluffs. The small "al l uvi al f l ats " provide a narrow shoreline for 
fishermen when the waters are low. The river rushes through its oxbow I 
area precariously weaving between the foredunes and the beach until it 
empties into Nottawasaga Bay four miles past Schoonertown. I
The dogwood-willow-grape shrub thickets and red oak-silver maple-red 
maple floodplain forests protect the shoreline of the river and maintain 
the banks from further erosion. I 
7. Sandplain I
Borderi ng the western unit of the Hi gh Dunes is an area of blown sand 
over lagoon sediment. The forest cover is red pine-white pine-red oak 
in closed phase with red maple-red oak-white birch low dune hardwood 
forest. Slopes are fairly shallow and the water table is low. A hydro I 
powerline crosses this unit. 
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8. Geological Cross-Section 

An eroded section on th~ west side of the river exposes a geological 
cross-section which is best viewed from the river or the opposite 
bank within the Dunes Area. Elements of glacial till, lagoon sediments, 
beach sediments, and blown dune sands are clearly visible in the cross
section. 

9. Park Links 

9a Schoonertown Link 

This unit is important because of its strategic location. The 
Nottawasaga River eroded into the beach ridges and exposed a bluff 
and then turned sharply to parallel the ridges for almost four miles 
before emptying into the bay. There are evidences of Archaic and 
Saugeen Indian use of this particular site, probably a fishing encamp
ment. There are Ojibwa artifacts from a much later period and evidence 
of the naval garrison erected at the site in 1814-15. Presently, the 
new Schoonertown Bridge will occupy this site providing a vital link 
between the Beach and south side of the River. Traffic between 
Collingwood and Midland (or Highway 92) will be able to bypass the 
main stream of congestion at Highway 92 and Mosely Street. 

9b Powerline Link 

This unit consists of a point bar formed of sediment sand within the 
Nottawasaga River. 

This low lying sand island, covered with substantial layer of grasses 
and a few shrubs and willows, is again primarily important for its 
strategic location. 

The island lies opposite Powerline Road and is presently joined to 
the mainland south side of the river by an old one lane car bridge 
and a small footbridge. There are docking facilities on the south 
side of the island. Susceptibility to flooding is high and develop
ment potential is minimal. 

L 9c Nancy Island Link 

Presently, Nancy Island houses the Museum of the Upper Great Lakes. 

The island is purportedly formed by sands which built up over the 
sunken hull of the Nancy. The island is landscaped and joined to 
the north side of the river by a footbridge. 
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4.4 Park Development Potential I 
("Park Deve lopment" relates to construction of park facilities;
 
roads, buildings, campgrounds, etc.) I
 
Fragility of ground cover or soils, steepness of slopes, 
significance of resource or possib11ity of flooding are some 
of the factors which may limit development of an area, or the	 I 
degree or intensity of use which may be made of it. 

"The Management Units have been ranked as to their suitability I
,
 

for park development, according to the following scale, and are
 
charted in Section 4.2 and on Figure 13.
 

I 
1.	 Not suitable for any degree of development because 

of fragility, or significance, or both. I
2.	 Light development such as trails and related 

facilities. Roads or intensive uses not recom
mended. I 

3.	 Physically capable of medium to intensive 
development. I 

4.	 Medium to intensive development permissible.
Areas which have been previously altered or 
have least relative value in dunes system. I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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5. THE PARK PLANL 
5.1 Wasaga Beach	 Provincial Park Goal 

To provide for the people of Ontario~ and the community of Wasaga 
Beaah~ a wide range of year rou~~ recreational~ interpretive~ 

educational and scientific opportunities associated with recreation 
and naturaZ resources of provincial significance~ while contributing 
towards the economy of the recreation community. 

5.2 Explanation of Goal 

L In planning Wasaga Beach Provincial Park it has been accepted that 
there are a variety of needs to satisfy and responsibilities to meet. 
The proposed Provincial Park lies entirely within the boundaries of 
the Town of Wasaga Beach and, as directed by Progress Report 
March 1971, should enhance the recreation community by providingl recreational facilities, activities and events that will attract 
both short and long term visitors. As a park within a community, 
it should also provide some community-oriented recreational L opportunities for the residents of the resort town. 

The physical character of the proposed Park boundaries sugge~ts that 
the satisfaction of this variety of needs and responsibilities is 
feasible. 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park will be divided into two major areas which 
will administratively operate as one park but which functionally will 
represent distinctly different zones and activities. 

The Beach Area of the Park is comprised of nine units totalling
approximately 350 acres and linked by 9.1 miles of fine sandy beaches 
and the waters of Nottawasaga Bay. This part is designed to be an 
intensively used recreation park, developed to complement existing
commercial and residential aspects of the resort tO~/n. 

The Park also encompasses a large portion of a Provincially sig
nificant natural system which has highly fragile geomorphological
and botanical components. It is the responsibility of the Ministry 

L of Natural Resources, through the Park, to maintain and preserve
representative portions of this system and its components for future 
generations. 

~ I.	 This park section, referred to as the Dunes Area, is comprised of some 
2950 acres and will be designed to provide for passive and space
requiring recreational uses while still providing varying degrees of 

L	 protection for the natural environment. 

l 
L 
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Historic sites and themes of Wasaga Beach range from local to 
provincial significance. Such themes will be develdped and inter
preted in conjunction with both the Beach and Dunes Areas of the 
Park. 

In addition, three strategically located "Park Links" will be 
developed as new or imp-roved locations for pedestrian crossing 
of the Nottawasaga River between the Beach and Dunes Areas and the 
community areas adjacent to the park. 

5.3 Objectives for the Park 

1.	 To maintain and fur'ther develop the beach for traditional beach 
day use (swimming and sun bathing) for the people of Southern 
Ontario. 

All of the beach front below high water level, along the town 
of Wasaga Beach and the areas extending south of the beach 
front (a total of 350 acres) has been identified as the Beach 
Area of the park. Cars, once crowding the beach, and driving 
up and down its length, have been removed. The beach is meant 
to accommodate people not vehicles. Parking is being provided 
in the park extensions. This \i/ill accommodate most normal use, 
but peak weekends in the summer will flood our parking facilities. 
Off-beach parking areas are being considered to accommodate this 
"peak day" parking. These will be especially successful if town 
transit systems are developed in the future. The beach area 
extensions will also hold basic beach use facilities such as 
garbage, washroom and change house facilities, and scattered 
picnicking areas. 

2.	 To create a wider variety of beach front oriented uses for day 
visitors, tOur'ist~ cottagers ard residents. 

The 9.1 miles of beach is not a homogenous unit. Some portions 
are near a commercial core, others surrounded by permanent
dwellings or cottages, family groups or senior citizens. 
Each section of beach will be developed according to its 
adjacent community function, and its present and potential 
users. Creative playgrounds will exist to serve family 
cottagers as well as family day users. Youths may meet in 
a special forum. Quiet areas for sitting and viewing, open 
areas for field sports, tennis, shuffleboard, lawn bowling and 
volley ball all may occur, in conjunction with different beach 
areas. 

3.	 To provide the opportunity for extensive and space requiring 
recreation activities, in the "Dunes Area", in recognition 
of the natural significance and fragility of the area. 

fa 
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Opportunities for hiking, nature study, cross-country skiing or 
other extensive and space requiring uses are limited in the beach 
area of the park, because of the small size of the individual park
areas along the beach, and the existing and potential density of 
people and facilities in these areas. The Dunes Area of the park
however offers opportuni"ty for such activities, with its larger 
spaces, lack of existing development, pleasant atmosphere and 
natural significance. 

4.	 To preserve a portion of a provineial-lu significant natural. 
system. 

Resource evaluation has identified that the Wasaga Beach geomor
phological system and its biological components, are provincially 
significant. They are also very fragile. A representative section 
will be identified and protected as a Natural Zone in the Dunes 
Area of the park. 

5.	 To interpret to the public the various reSOu:l'ces of3 and stories 
of', Wasaga Beaeh, especially as they are illustrated within the 
park areas. 

Wasaga Beach has a varied and interesting history, and a significant 
natural history. Opportunities will be made available for anyone who 
is interested to learn about the stories of Wasaga Beach and to explore 
them to whatever level of detail he desires. 

6.	 To provide opportunities for education groups at al.l. Leuele to 
utilize the natu:l'al reSOu:l'ces of Wasaga Beach Provincial Park 
for learning experiences. 

Schools are involved in out-of-class education at three levels.
 
Some are offering opportunities for physical expansion (recreation
 
skills); some are involved in general environmental education; and
 
some are going out of the classroom to explore resources that relate
 
to specific topics on their curriculum (history, geology, biology,
 
etc.). Wasaga offers opportunity for all three aspects of out-of

class education, for groups from kindergarten through university.

The park will provide facilities to encourage these users.
 

7.	 To provide opportunities for fu:l'ther scientific research of the 
natural. system of the Wasaga Beach area. 

There is still much to know about the Wasaga Beach area and its 
resources. Both undergraduate and post graduate (university)
students have carried out studies in the past at Wasaga Beach, on 
the dunes, biology, community development, and so on, that have 
added new knowledge and have given answers on resource management. 
Such research will be encouraged to continue. 

8.	 To attract tourists and day visitors to the Wasaga Beach 
community3 help sustain their interest possibLy prolonging 
their visit3 01' encou:l'aging their retUl'n. 
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The variety of facilities and services available in the Beach
 
and Dune Areas of the park wi 11 help attract day visitors and
 
tourists t and encourage them to stay. Progranuned activities
 
(playgrounds t group sports t etc.) and special events sponsored
 
by the park should also add to the attractivity of the recreation
 
conrnunity.
 

9.	 To expand the seasons of use of the Wasaga Beach community
 
changing the "peak weekends in eummetr" to a yea:ro-round
 
recreation community.
 

Park facilities will be developed for year-round use. Activities
 
and special events will be designed to encourage use other than
 
in the summer months. Such activities as "fall colour tr-ips",
 
cross-country ski meets , fishing derb ies , canoe races and so on,
 
run by the park t or with the Town, will help draw tourists and
 
day visitors to Wasaga throughout the year.
 

5.4 Development Philosophy 
!'Jasaga Beach Provincial Park, as a part of the Recreation Comnunt ty , 
must contribute a major part of the recreation dimension to the Town. 
The park will provide a recreation attraction for tourists and visitors 
as well as resource for the resident, both seasonal and permanent. 

Facilities t activities, events t and opportunities will exist to make 
this a year-round park, to be used "in all four seasons of the year. 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park will be unlike most other provincial parks
in the sense that its two main sections will be developed so divergently 
as to almost result in two parks under one name. The administrative, 
operational and policy aspects of this situation increase significantly 
over a "single character" type of park; however, the amount and diversity
of recreation opportunities increases greatly as well t adding to the 
attractivity of the park (and hence the Town) for a variety of groups
over all seasons. 

The concept of a Recreation CommunitYt (the existence of a viable 
provincial park within a town), will take time to be fully understood t 
and the relationship between town and park will be one that is con
tinually developing through the years. 

Town planning and park planning have been moving forward together, so 
that the Town's Official Plan and the park's master plan reflect each 
other's direction. The park plant normally subjected to a five year 
review process, will be staged so as to coincide with future Town 
Official Plan reviews. 

Park areas will be developed according to the concepts in this master 
plan. The basic road systems, parking services and support facilities 
will be established early. However, the areas will not be completely
developed until the character of the adjacent town areas is confirmed 
and the recreation demands on the areas develop through time. Even 
then t if the Town areas adjacent were to change, and hence a park area 
to require changing, this can and will be done, as the areas are designed 
to be flexible. 
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The Beac~ Section will handle Wasaga's traditional intensive 
recreational pursuits and will complement the neighbouring L	 residential and cormnercial aspects of the cormnunity by
providing stability-oriented recreation activities. Further, 
the provision of facilities, the maintenance of roads and

L	 parking lots year-round, and the staging of special events 
or activities will encourage year-round intensive use. 

The Dunes Secti on wi 11 provide for extens i ve and spaceL	 requiring recreational uses while providing considerable
protection for the natural resources, as the Ministry of 
Natural Resources has identified lithe dunes" as an 
extremely fragile and significant area. This must be 
strongly considered as careless planning might result 
in widespread destruction of the landscape. 

5.5 The Park Identity 

An integral and essential aspect of Wasaga Beach Provincial 
Park will be the implementation of a comprehensive identity 
programme to identify and provide continuity to the park 
areas spread throughout the Town. 

This programme will entail a coordinated architectural 
theme for all new park buildings and for renovated and 
improved existing buildings. Graphic applications on 
buildings, outdoor interpretive media systems, and a com
plete, comprehensive signage network for all park sections 
are essential elements to be incorporated. 

A programme of this nature is of paramount importance because 
of the complexity of the park itself and its rather unique
location and environment. The identification system must 
satisfy two dissimilar park areas which will be designed and 
intended for very unlike uses. At the same time, the park
and its sub-units should relate as strongly as possible in 
character and identity to the local community. A future 
consideration may be to integrate signage and graphic systems 
to firmly establish the Recreation Community concept. 

s, 
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Park Logo and Sign System 

The removal of cars from the beach, changing land uses, development 
and the complex nature of the provincial park at Wasaga Beach has 
led to the establ ishment of visual identity systems to locate and 
correlate park units. A logo was designed for the park in 1973 and 
has since been applied in blue colours to signs on the beach and 
incorporated into supergraphics on park buildings. Elements of 
flying gulls, rolling dunes, crashing waves, on background colours 
of water and sand, can all be interpreted from the flowing lines of 
the Park Logo and its Beach and Dunes variations. This system will 
be expanded in the future to incorporate the Dunes Area (in brown 
shades), to provide improved sign structures and to incorporate symbol
signs. 

Arch i tecture 

The repetition of form, colour and materials wi 11 ensure a uni fi ed 
visual identity for park buildings, shelters and park furniture. 
This "theme" w'i11 reinforce the repetitive pattern of the logo and 
signage to clearly identify park structures from the surrounding
community buildings. 

Because of the di fference in environments and in the uses and users, 
separate architectural themes will represent the Beach and the Dunes. 

f",'··'···" IThe Beach Areas will reflect further the colours, and seagull shapes, 
of the logo. 

The Dunes Area structures will be subdued, utilizing more natural ... 
materials and colours, and fitting more closely into their natural 

'I,;.surroundings. I·'"" 
5.6 Park Classification and Zoning 

The location of Wasaga Beach Provincial Park within a recreation I 
ori ented communi ty, the stress on beach front acti viti es and 
relatively dense park user populations and the emphasis on a 
variety of year-round intensive recreation activities all identify I
that this park should fit into the "Recreation Park" classification. 

.•;,.,.This conclusion is based on "Administrative Policies of the Ontario
 
Provincial Parks System, 1975", which identifies five classes of II

..,


parks:
 
- Recreation Parks
 
- Natural Environment Parks
 I 
- Nature Reserves
 
- Wilderness Areas
 
- Provincial Waterways
 I 

I 
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L 
L	 Of all parks, recreation parks are most oriented toward provlslon
 

of a variety of more intensive year round recreation opportunities.
 
There number and distribution is directly related to recreation
L	 needs (and opportunities) rather than conservation of historical
 
or natural features.
 

L	 Natural Environment parks stress recreation activities based upon
 
their outstanding natural and cultural features, and extensive
 
recreational activities of a non-social nature.


l Nature Reserves are not intended for mass recreational use. They

offer limited re-creative leisure time pursuits associated with
 
enjoyment of their natural features.
 

The Dunes Area, if located away from the community of Wasaga Beach 
(or similar complex) would probably be classified as a Nature Reserve, 
or a Natural Environment Park. 

Therefore, in order not to deny the Dunes Area its value, and 
associated protection, the following will be the classification approach 
to Wasaga Beach Provincial Park: 

The whole park will be classified as a Recreation Park. 
However, the Dunes Area management and development will 
be guided and tempered by using Natural Environment 
park standards and principles wherever possible. Further, 
a representative section of the Dunes Area shall receive 
management typical of Nature Reserves, through the 
identification of a Nature Reserve Zone. 

Resource identification and evaluation has shown, by management
 
units, what level of development is possible in the Park areas at
L Wasaga Beach.
 

To determine the park development concepts, and future park
 L management, the whole Park has been zoned into three categories.
 

1. Natural Zone. This is an area of high natural significance
L and fragility. Development will be limited to trails for 

interpretive, educational and scientific purposes. 

L 2.	 Natural Environment Zone. These areas, generally fragile, allow light 
development, such as recreation and interpretive trails. 
Landscape modifications will be kept to a minimum. . 

3.	 Development Zo~e. Either because the land is capable, or 
because natural values have been discounted by past use or 
future need, these areas will contuin those uses that require ,-	 major landscape modification, or contribute very heavy pressures. 

L 
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6. PARK DEVELOPMENT 

~ 
6.1 The Beach Areas 

The eight b.each areas are all designated as a Development Zone. 
They wi 11 provi de basi c conveni'ences found inmost day-use parks I 
in the Province, as well as a series of features oriented to 
extending the park season into spring, fall and winter, with 
attractions for res idents , cottagers and tourists. I 
A range of development intensities and recreational opportunities 
will exist along the 9.1 miles of beach, compatible with a variety I
of user groups and with the adjacent community emphasis and 
direction. 

I 
New Wasaga Beach Area and Allenwood Beach Area 

Flos Beach is divided into two sections by a stream between Mary Iand Milton Streets. The east section (Allenwood Beach area) and 
the west section (New Wasaga Beach) will both share the same 
development strategy. ~ II 
The park w"ill regulate traffic by controlling vehicular entry onto 
the beach access road. This access road and a total of 250 car 
parking sites (125 at Allenwood, 125 at New Wasaga), will confine it••
vehicles to the very back portion of the beach. The intention is 
to provide only the most basic of services, namely washrooms, 
allowing this beach to maintain its character as a low-use swimming
and sun bathing beach. The easterly section (past the 11th Conces I 
sion Road) will allow no vehicles, being only a walk-in section. 1--· 
M~y cottagers require beach front access to reach their cottages,
and these will be allowed free access through control gates.
However, they will be expected to provide their own parking on their 
own property, with park-built lots intended for those who pay a fee I
for beach access. This access to cottages via the beach access road 
will be permitted only during the summer season, i .e . May 1 through 
October. I 
The Point Beach Area and The Forum Beach Area 

These two areas will provide facilities which represent concentrated I 
attention to the day-users and tourists who find the Main Street Mall 
amusement area the most attractive. These sections will accommodate 
large numbers of cars and people, and picnic and play areas will be I 
numerous. The lineal aspect of the beach between 12th Street and 
the Point will be highlighted by a boardwalk which will be designed 
to facilitate pedestrian movement and access to new and existing
features along its length. Other feature activities related to 
these park sections will include river-oriented recreation, boat 
launching, and information and interpretive areas. Special community 
or town-sponsored events can take place in these areas in all seasons. 

I 
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Dunkerron Beach Area 

The west end of this area will accommodate the main administrative 
facilities of the park. The remainder will utilize landscaping 
and design standards consistent with the other beach areas, but 
will be intended specifically to accommodate walk-in and bicycle 
use from the adjacent commercial area, as well as family car 
parking, picnicking and swtmntnq. 

Schoonertown Beach Area and Oxbow Beach Area 

These beach areas will be intensively developed for recreation, 
with their orientation more towards the long-term visitor. This 
includes permanent and seasonal residents, cottage renters and 
families camping in the vicinity. Their attraction will also be 
to groups wanting a "qutetar , less comserclal vtype of recreation. 

The two areas wi 11 be des i gne d to attract fami 1y grou ps and, as much 
as possible, people on foot or on bicycle. Play areas will be for 
all age groups, but special attention will be paid to children and 
senior citizens. Interpretive media and recreation programmes will 
encourage repeat visitation and in some instances park facilities 
developed for all types of day visitors will have additional 
extended use by the community during summer evenings and in the off
seasons. 

Oakview Beach AreaandSpringhurst Beach Area 

The boundaries shown for this concept are boundaries proposed to be 
completed by 1984. Portions of this concept will be developed as 
property is acquired. 

Development plans for the area designate these two areas as an 
important western terminus of the park, probably rivalling The Point 
and Forum Areas in terms of numbers on peak weekends. Provisions 
are made for family groups of day visitors and cottagers. Special
emphasis is placed on the property immediately adjacent to the Oakview 
Community Centre. This will provide additional activities, facilities 
and parking for year-round use of the community as well as for the 
Town and park visitor. Informal court sports, multj-use courts, and 
an outdoor skating rink are the main features of this area. Artificial 
ice will help create a long skating season.(Natural ice rinks may be 
located in other park areas.) Ross Woods will provide opportunity for 
nature and walking trails, offering the beach user a quiet balance to 
normal day-use activities. 
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Other Beach Properties (~ee Figure 22) 

Property acquts tt ion , which began before this plan under earlier 
direction, has resulted in Crown ownership of parcels of land 
along the beach front, but outside the major beach area boundaries. 
These will provide basic services along the beach, we well as 
pedestrian and bicycle access to the beach. They will provide no I
parking, and hence may become most used by residents and cottagers 
as small community "parkettes". 

The most westerly such property will provide a boat launch facility I 
for 1oca1 res i dents and cottagers. It wi 11 not provi de parki ng and 
hence will not become an area heavily used by the visiting public. 
The intention is that a local resident could drive his car to this 
spot, drop off his boat, and return his car to his house or cottage. 
It meets a demand expressed by many west end people who have had 
trouble launching their boats since cars have been removed from the 
beach. 

6.2 The Dunes Area 

Zoning has identified where potential for heavy development lies 
in the Dunes area, but heavy development here implies much less 
impact with fewer numbers of people than in the Beach Area. Large
portions of the Dunes Area are also identified as having little or 
no development potential. It is obvious that recreation uses of 
the Dunes Area are of a much more extensive nature than in the Beach 
Area. Activities include camping, and a variety of trail uses such 
as hiking, cycling, snowmobiling, cross-country skiing and snow
shoeing. River use, fishing and canoeing, will be encouraged with 

I facilities and events. Educational and interpretive programmes 
I
I 

have excellent possibilities in the Dunes Area, which is also the 
I focus for scientific studies.I II 

I A general philosophy of Dunes Area development wi 11 focus on the 
I preservation of the visual landscape of the whole area with design I.	 

and landscaping carried out to recreate what is altered in the I 
development of intensive use areas.I	 .
To this end, motorcycles, trail-bikes, dune buggies, and other all L 

I	 iii 
. 

I	 terrain vehicles. will be restricted from the Dunes Area on a year
round basis. Snowmobiles will be the exception to this restriction. 

\ 

I and will be restricted to operation on specified trails within the 
Dunes Area, with a further restriction of a minimum snow depth. 

I
f Scars made by the unrestricted use of such vehicles could result 

in major visible damage and eventual sand movements.I 
I 

f 
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Zoning and Development (Figures 14, 22) 

The Natural Zone 
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This zone i ncl udes a representati ve cross-secti on of the georoor
phological system at Wasaga Beach, and also includes some of 
the more significant of the biological ccmnunt t ies . It will be 
used primarily for scientific research, education and interpretive
purposes, with use restricted to designated trails. Such trails 
may need relocation at regular intervalS to avoid a destructive 
impact on the ground cover. Methods of trail surfacing will be 
investigated as alternatives to relocation. 

Biologists suggest that fire may have been instrumental in 
maintaining the wide variety of plant communities. Research 
is currently being carried out to support or disprove this 
theory. If it is correct, then fire may be used as a management
tool in this zone to maintain elements of prairie, prairie heath 
and savannah. 

Existing scars from dune buggies, old logging roads and from 
blowouts will be rehabilitated. Two plantations will be thinned 
to leave only native species in a more natural distribution. 

The East Natural Environment Zone 

Trails will be the main feature of this zone. Hiking, cross-country 
skiing and snowshoeing will be emphasized. 

Interpretation is also a function of the zone with many of the 
trails serving this end as well as a recreational one. 

Special events, especially trails-related, could take place here. 
Bird walks, botanical trips, educational trips or even international 
cross-country ski meets are possibilities. 

Trail orientation (a warming, waxing and changing shelter in the 
winter) will be located at the north end of this zone, with parking 
facilities in the adjacent development zone. 

For the non-energetic, the incapable, or the person in a hurry, a 
loop transit system (tractor train) will be located in this zone, 
although such location would require extreme care and caution to 
avoid potential damage to fragile slopes. Its purpose will be to 
provide an interpretive trip through representative geomorphological 
and bto loqi cal sections. The road bed required for this system will 
also be used as a bicycle trail through this interesting area and 
connecting to a bicycle link in the south. 
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West Natural Environment Zone 

Fragile and si.gni.ficant, this zone l ies between two Development Zones. 
It has capability for trails, but will need to provide some more 
intensive facilities, especially road sections. All such develop
ment, however, will be carefully designed to minimize visual impact 
or potential landscape changes. It will also provide for some Isnowmobile trails linking the development zones. These too will 
be carefully des igned and located. 

;, " " 

I·Walking and hiking trails, and interpretation highlights will be 
developed in this zone. 

IThe River Natural Environment Zone 

River access for fishing, associated support facilities, trails 
and interpretive features will constitute the development of this 
zone. 

The Foredunes Development Zone I 
Portions of this zone have been subjected in the past to severe 
modifications, others are still relatively undisturbed. Generally i 
fragile, it will require a great deal of landscaping with development. 

This zone will contain the central sewage system for the Town of 
Wasaga Beach, which will require about 43 acres on the river's 
edge. It will also contain portions of the Dunes Area road system 
with the appropriate entrance facilities. A Visitor Centre 
concentrating on interpretation of the natural systems of Wasaga I 
Beach and offering out-of-class educational facilities will be 
built in the eastern part of this zone. Group camping will be 

..i.·.I··.··... ·

located in its northwest section. II 
Trails may originate here with orientation facilities and a 
snowmobile take-off point is possible. Parking areas for this 
type of facility could double in the summer as off-beach parking. I 
The South Development Zone •.. 
This area will include 300 sites for car camping, of which 
approximately 100 will have electrical service. These 100 
will be maintained for winter camping. 
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Amajor entry stat ion wJll be located on th.e pow,erl tne Road at the 
east portion of this sect lon , and nearby will be the administration 
and mai.ntenance complex. Amajor snowmobt le activity centre (meeting,
warming building) wi'll be used in the sumner as a horse-riders I 

assent>lyarea. Horse trails will exist in this section, with connections 
to out-of-park trails. Snowmobile trails will be located in this section 
with connections to out-of-park and internal trails. Other features of 
this zone will be interpretive trails and displays, river access for fishing 
and canoeing, and bicycle trails. 

The East Development Zone 

This zone will accommodate 25 walk-in campsites and associated 
parking. It may also contain a loop of the tractor train system,
connections for an east-west bicycle trail and a snowmobile trail 
providing access from the east end of town to the snowmobile 
assembly area in the South Development Zone. 

Potential for future car camping expansion exists here and will be 
considered at the next major plan review. 

Nancy Island Development Zone 

This zone is defined on the south by the future east-west corridor. 
Parking for the trails use in the East Natural Environment Zone will 
be provided here. Off beach parking for peak summer weekends can 
also be accommodated in this zone. 

6.3 Park Links 

The park links (or bridges), will be those physical features which 
provide access between the Beach Area and the Dunes Area across the 
Nottawasaga River. Two bridges are now in existence, and two are 
proposed. The existing bridge at Main Street was previously the 
only available means of crossing the river. The Schoonertown Bridge,
just completed, will offer a much needed western crossing point and 
will carry most of the through traffic away from the congested town 
areas. Both bridges will accommodate cars and pedestrians and would 
playa vital role when and if a transit system was developed. In 
addition to these bridges, two additional pedestrian links are proposed. 

The first proposed pedestrian bridge would be located in the central 
part of town, linking the central Dunes Area from the Powerline Road 
area to the Joan - Bay Streets Commercial Area. This facility would 
be designed to encourage increased use of the Dunes Area in one 
direction, and more pedestrian and bicycle traffic to the beach and 
shopping areas in the other. 
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The second proposed pedestrian link would span the Nottawasaga 
River south from Nancy Island. It should attract people away
from their cars and away from the Main Street bridge. This link i
would promote visitation to the Historic Site by providing easier 
access and more parking on the south side of the river for the 
museum and for beach 'use. It should also encourage increased 
visitation to the Dunes Area. This proposal requires more study I 
on its effect on river traffic and on the use of Nancy Island and 
will not be developed in the immediate future. It should be given 
serious consideration at the first major master plan review. I 
In all cases, the park links are seen as integral keys to the 
successful development of the two areas of the park and should I
enhance the character of the community. 

6.4 Visitor Services I 
The term Visitor Services refers to the four components of: 

IInformation
 
Interpretation
 
Out-of-class Education
 
Recreation Programming I 

Information 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park will be a complex area, with its 
pieces spread along ten miles of beach and across a river in three 
links to a large dune area. Different characteristics, varying 
facilities and services are located in different areas. A visitor 
can be easily confused. 

In order to ensure that visitors and residents understand what the 
park has to offer, a concentrated information programme will be 
required. Brochures and maps will explain locations, activities, 
use requirements, and opportunities to all who need such information. 
Special features and activities will be identified to help the visitor 
understand the operation of the park, its functions and opportunities.
Such information will be distributed through commercial and government
outlets, in park areas, and through the use of mass media. 

The Park Information Programme can also deal with joint park-town 
programmes, and special events. 

Interpretation 

The natural and cultural history of Wasaga Beach is interesting and 
important to an understanding of the region and how it developed. 
These aspects wi 11 be interpreted to the visitors to allow them to 
explore, understand and appreciate the various park themes to the I 
depth wh i ch they desi re. 

I 
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Wasaga Beach has several themes for interpretation: 

The cultural themes are: Prehistoric 
Historic 
Resource Utilization 
Evolution of a resort community 

The natural themes are The development of a major geomorphological 
system
The biology of the area 

Other themes include The management of a recreation 
resource 
The management of a natural resource 

The intention of interpretation is not to place items and artifacts 
in a museum for people to see, and then forget, but to encourage 
visitors to explore the resources on site. 

To this end, the dunes area will have a major orientation centre, 
concentrating on natural themes, which will identify the stories 
of Wasaga Beach and will direct the visitor to individual sites, 
features and activities related to these stories and themes. 

Nancy Island will be managed by the Ministry of Natural Resources 
as an orientation centre for the historic themes and resources of 
Wasaga Beach. It will interpret in detail the historical theme 
associated with the British Schooner Nancy, related events of the 
War of 1812 and the Nottawasaga River trade and supply route. On 
site displays, guide-brochures, signs, trails and interpretive
staff will help the visitor in his exploration and discovery of 
this story. 

Out-of-class Education 

There are three aspects to out-of-class education, namely: 
- physical recreation skills (learning to snowshoe, camping, etc.) 
- general environmental awareness, and 
- specified curriculum-related studies. 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park, in the dunes area, can accommodate all 
three. The park will provide facilities and opportunities for 
educational groups of all levels, from primary classes through 
university to develop skills or study the resources of the park.
Continuing cooperation with university sponsored research and 
thesis programmes will help contribute new knowledge of the area. 

The out...of...class education facility will be included with the dunes 
orientation centre, and will provide space for indoor class work 
and meetings, a library, collections and information, laboratories 
and basic orientation (shared with the public orientation function.) 
This will not be a boarding school, but group camping locations will 
be available for out-of-class education groups. It would be desirable 
that the commercial community of Wasaga Beach develop accommodation 
for such groups, perhaps by supplying special group rate structures 
for overnight accommodation. 
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Recreation progra.rJJll\ng 

The notton of recreati.on is relattvely new to society and even 
more novel to provincial parks. In the past. work was the mainstay 
of existence and recreation alternaUves were few. But recently, with 
the increase tn leisure time, mobility, personal income and recreation 
technology, more of us are not only being made aware of the possibilities
available, but now are able to participate. In response to this new 
recreational demand. professionals, theories and programmes are evolving.
This is all manifested at Wasaga Beach. 

Play areas, facilities, programmed activities and special events will 
be provided to the wide array of visitors. 

A creative playground in the Oxbow Beach Area, the first of its kind 
in a provincial park, will provide excitement and challenge to the 
children while adults enjoy volleyball and badminton and senior 
citizens play chess and shuffleboard. Volunteers will be encouraged 
to aid in the programmes. Recreation Programmes will provide activi
ties, fun and enjoyment for all visitors. 

Although many programmed recreation activities will occur in the park, 
the intent of the Recreation Programme is that the community of 
Wasaga Beach become as intensely involved as possible. Park staff 
have and will continue to work with the Recreation Board, Senior 
Citizens, the school and staff of the Town of Wasaga Beach in 
combined and town-sponsored programmes. 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park, as an integral component of the 
recreation available for Southern Ontario. will have an important Ifunction in responding to the needs of the public by virtue of the 
recreational services. programmes. facilities and activities ,,·,

.~~..available in the park areas. I
It is obvious from the foregoing description of the components of 
the Visitor Services programme that these will be a large commitment 
to staff to make the programme functional. It is expected that five I 
year-round staff and ten seasonals (short term) will be adequate to 
fill the requirements. 

Wasaga Beach Provincial Park will have one of the major Visitor i 
Services proqramres in the Huronia District. The park will also 
be expected to act as a "node" for the provision of expertise and 
programming to other district parks that do not have the resources I 
or need to develop major programmes, but which can still benefit 
from minor programmes and Visitor Services assistance on general
operations problems. vM.'• 

I
 
I
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6.5 Activity-Facility Allocations 

1 permit-controlL	 Beach Area offi ce 
4 small washroom

change buildings 

125 1 permi t-control I	 i BeachNew Wasaga I
! 

offi ce	 ,

L
 Beach Area!
 
3 small washroom

change buildings 

t The Pol nt I 744 1 permi t-control pi cni c terrace bicycle path
office and di s pl ay area 1 creati ve pl ay

3 large washroom (Van Vlack) ground
change buildings - docking for 2 informal vo l le L 9 fami ly pi cni c 20 boats ba11 courts 
shel ters 8 fishi ng plat  - boat launchin£ 
small information forms treed and openl	 buil di ng - beachfront picnic area 
small food con boardwal k - open grassed 
cession building area 
(pri vate) beach 

AREA: 

Allenwood 150 

BUILDINGS I OTHER STRUCTURES 
I 
I 

OTHER FACILITIE~ 

: Beach 

Beach Area 

The Forum 
Beach Area 

475 1 permi t-control 
offi ce 

2 large washroom
change buildings 
forum (gathering 
place-the open air 
theatre-bandshell 
faci 1i ty) 

9 family picnic shel
ters 
small food conces

- beachfront board
walk and footpath - bi cycl e path 

- 2 duffer court 
for badmi nton , 
voll eyball 

- open grassed 
area 

•- treed and open 
. pi cni c areas 
- beach 

sion possible 
(private) 

Dunkerron 
Beach Area 

253 permit-control 
offi ce 

2 large washroom
change bui1di ng 

3 fami ly pi cni c 
shel ters 
and the main park 
admi ni st ra ti on 

!
i - bi cycl e path
! - treed and open
I picnic area 
i-beach 

I 
- open grassed 

, area 

compl ex 

L 
l	 
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CARAREA	 aUILDINGS QTHER STRUCTURESPARKING
SPACES' 

Schoonertown' 258 1 permH--eontrol 
Beach Area off'tce 

2 1arge washroom--ehange "play area" 
buildings (chess-checker

5 family picnic shelters' 
1 small food concession ~~~i~~~b~~~~~ bal. 

(possible but not benches, etc.) II 
likely) - open grassed area 

:~~r~:ndom fi el dl 
treed and open
picnic area 
beach I 

Oxbow Beach 
Area 

319 1 permit-control office 
2 large washroom-change 

buildings
9 family picnic shelters 
1 small food concession 
(possible but unlikely) 

1 all-age fami ly, 
creative play areI". 
with play struc
tures from tots tc 
teens, duffer grat~C 
courts for badmi ' 
ton and volleybal 
open area for fiel 
and running sporl' 
checker tables, . 
benches, shuffle
board and a craf~ 
shelter,equipmenll
dispersed-static
display 
treed and open Pil'·.; 
nic areas 
beach 

Oakview 320 1 permit-control - bi cyc1e t ra il I 
Beach Area office (shared with - treed and open 
-beachfront Springhurst) picnic areas ',c

2 large washroom	 - beach 
i" 

I·change buildings 
5 family picnic shel

ters 
small food concession I 
(possible) 

------------------------------- ;~ 

130 
i -adjacent to' 1 building to house - duffer quality - bicycle trails II 

Oakview washroom and refrig hard surface - wal'king and fit-
Centre eration plant for tennis and multi- ness trails ~ 

artificial ice rink	 sports courts - wooded picnic ar~ 

one of the court - creative (rustic)1 permit-control office areas will become playground I' 
an artificial ice 
surface in winter 
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L 
CARAREA , 

I PARKING
l I SPACES 

- off beach ! 700 
parking I 

Springh urst i 735 
Beach Area \ 

I 

I 
OTHER STRUCTURESBUILDINGS	 ~ OTHER FACILITIES 
I 

possible transit 
pick up area 

3 large washroom i - bicycle path 
change build : - nature and inter
ings I pretive trails in 

-(permit office I Ros s' Woods 
tshared with treed and open picnic

Oakview) ! areas 
4 family picnic 1- open grassed play areas 

shelters · beach 
1 small food con- . 
cession building
(possible) 

Other Beach bicycle pathfront Areas 
r - footpathNil small washroom-'- A 	 •\ - open grassed picnicchange building'(14th St.) !	 area 

beach 

- B  Nil	 , - pedestri an access1 small washroom-.(17th St.) · -	 open grassed picnic change bui1ding area 
- beach 

- C  beach 
(18th St.) pedestrian access 

- grassed picnic area 

- D  - pedestrian access 
(Joan St.) Nil open grassed area 

- beachl - E  - pedestrian access 
(13th Ave.) Nil 1 small wash room- Ij - grassed picnic area

chan e buildin beach 
- F  pedestrian access 

(l4th Ave.) Nil - treed and open area 
beach 

- G - Nil 1 small washroom-l - pedestrian access
change buildingi treed and open area 

- beachL 
- H - Nil 1 small washroom- i _. boat 1aunch area - pedestrian access 

change bui1ding I for west and - treed and open area 
cottagers and - beach 
resi dents 

_____1__----=--__ 
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I 

Nancy Island 50 

r 
AREA 

Off Beach 
Parking 
near Zoo 

.Property 

~AR 
PARKING 
SPACES 

1000 

' 

-

existi ng buil ding
complex to remain 

BUILDINGS 

possibly a permit
control office 

OTHER STRUCTURES OTHER FACILITIES 

i 

I. 

- possible transit 
pickup area 

, 
I 
I 

! 
I 

no anticipated change 

I 
I 
I 

DUNES AREA ,125 ,- trail orientation future under-  turn around andNancy Island centre pass under loading-unloading IDevelopment East-West area for tractorZone corridor train 
- bieye] e trail I - start of cross-

country ski trails 
and foot trai ls--i-------~ I 

East 
Development 30 2 sets vault toilets - 25 walk-in campsites I"""'

link to tractor .,Zone train route 
bicycle trail 

- snowmobile trail .. I 
South Devel
opment Zone 230 snowmobile-horse 300 camps i tes (100 IV', 

back ri ding of these electrical)
assembly building snowmobile trails 
campground

- :~~e~~~~~~ktrails IIentrance office
 
6 small washrooms
 - bicycle trails 

with showers - walking trails 
1 park entry permit - 2 canoe launch areas I 

office
 
small administra

tive office
 

1 maintenance shed I-Foredunes I 
Concept Zone' 150 

I 
i 

I
 
I
 

- snowmobile trails1 footbri dge - bicycle trailsacross Notta - wal king trail I 
wasaga River to - picnic siteJoan St. area 

I- Schoonertown 
displ ay and 
parkette area -_.__.....I..--~--~-----I
 ,
 

major Visitor 
Centre 
park entry-permit 
office 

5 small washrooms 
for group camp
ing area 
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CARAREA PARKING BUILDINGS OTHER STRUCTURES OTHER FACI LITI ES 
SPACES 

IRiver &West 80 2 small washrooms interpretive dis-l - trail access to ri ver Natural play area re- for fishing Envi ronment geomorphology I - snowmobile trailsZones - bicycle trails 
- walking trails 

*Off-Beach - interpretive trails 
Parking off - scattered family L Sunnida1e Rd. 300 pi cnic sites 

I 

I 
I -East Natural pos sib 1e ski , tractor trai n andL Envi ronment trail wind and bicycle route (an

Zone Nil rest shelters interpretive trail) 
- walking trailsL - cross-country ski

and snowshoe trails 

L Nature interpretive and 
Reserve Nil educational trails 
Zone scientific study 

areas 

I -I
I

Schoonertown !L I - Interpreti ve - canoe landingBri dge 10 NilI
I 

Display, benches, Parkette boa rdwa1k 

L
 

l
 
l
 
L
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7. PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1 Circulation 

The Beach Areas and the Dunes Area are planned to accommodate car 
traffic and support facilities, assuming that private automobiles 
will remain the primary method of reaching Wasaga Beach and of 
moving from Area to Area within tne Town and Park. However, park
road systems have also been designed to accommodate buses, in case 
a Town transit system develops in the near future. 

Before 1973, the ~each was cluttered with cars, and any beach 
experience included vehicles. Part of the philosophy of park 
development has been to dissociate people from vehicles, and to 
stress recreation space and activities. To this end, the parking 
has been limited to less than 25% of the beach area. This means 
that less than 5,000 parking spaces will be available in the beach 
areas, of over 11,000 parking spaces required on a peak weekend 
day (as predicted by Progress Report 1971). 

Hence, other parking areas will be developed as the need arises. 
These parking lots will be intended only to hold the expected 
multitudes of weekend cars, with connections with trails (both
foot and cycle) or transit system to give easy access to the 
different park areas. Suggested areas include: a property near 
the Wasaga Beach Zoo; the raised beaches section near Nancy Island; 
the Beach Area near the Oakview Community Centre, on both sides of 
Mosely Street; and Management Units 5a, 5b, and 8. 

In keeping with the above, this ~~inistry would encourage the Town 
to develop community transit systems, primarily during the peak 
summer season, to take some of the vehicular pressure from busy 
spots of the Town and Beach. In addition to a system along the 
whole of the beach, using town and park area roads, a system could 
also run along River Road Vlest, Klondike Park Road and through the 
Dunes Area on the park road to the Schoonertown area, to service 
the community residential areas, the park, and off-beach parking 
areas. 

A park run transit system (namely a tractor train or similar small 
system) will operate in the East Natural Erivironment Zone of the Dunes Area 
but this will be more of an interpretive device than a transit 
system for destination travel. The future, however, could consider 
beach transit systems run by the park to give users the capacity 
to visit many areas without using their vehicles. 

Park users will be encouraged through park media and the provision 
of facilities (bike paths, bike racks, foot paths, boardwalks) to 
leave their vehicles in one location and vi~it different features 
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of the Park and Town by foot or bicycle or (if it develops) by a 
Town transit system. Residents, tourists, cottagers and campers 
will have excellent opportunities to travel without using a
personal automobile through provision of such facilities. We 
fully expect the private operator to offer adequate rental bicycles 
to make this an attractive and convenient way to travel through
Wasaga Beach for the day users and tourists.· Park users will 
probably respond as well by bringing their ~Jcycles with them. 

In keeping with other Provincial Parks, such road improvements and 
changes would be approached through this r1inistry by Park Access 
Road agreements. 

Roads 

Progress Reoort 1971 identified some areas where traffic systems
could be improved to aid Town traffic patterns. The Preliminary
Master Plan (1974) for the Provincial Park identified areas where 
road changes would benefit both the Park and the Town. Major
changes are suggested in the Dunkerron Beach Area, the Schoonertown 
Beach Area, the Oxbow Beach Area, and in relation to the Powerline and 
Golf Course Roads. 

Figure Number 18 shows two new north/south sections joining Pine 
Drive to Dunkerron Avenue to ensure that landowners along the 
south side of Pine Drive, adjacent to the Dunkerron Beach Area, 
have continuous uninterrupted access to their properties. 

Further, Figures 18 and 19 illustrate an extension of Dunkerron 
westward past Bay Street through Norman Avenue to First Avenue. This 
creates an a!ternative traffic flow to Mosely Street, alleviating 
some congestlon problems, and,as well, provides a smooth link between 
the Dunkerron and Schoonertown Beach Areas. 

Oxbow Beach Area 

Figure 20, the Oxbow Beach Area Concept, shows a major parkway
leading from the junction of Sunnidale Road and Mosely Street into 
the Park Area. This parkway will provide vehicle, foot and bicycle 
routes to this area. 

Powerline Road and the Golf Course Road 

As previously mentioned, the plan suggests closure of Powerline Road 
an~ its use, in past, as an internal Park road. Traffic normally using 
thlS route would find as convenient access via Sunni~ale Road and the 
Schoonertown Bridge, or via the Klondike Park~Golf Course Road and the 
East-West Corridor, or River Road West. To this end the plan recommends 
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the upgrading of the Klondike Park-Golf Course Road to a "County 
Road" standard, with real ignments for safety and protection of the 
park environment as indicated on Figure 23. 
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7.2 Activities 

Camping 

The Dunes Area will provide some camping in selected areas which 
can support this type of activity. Car camping will be provided
in the south development zone, as indicated on Figure 23, 
providing a total of 300 sites. Initially one hundred of these 
will be provided with electrical hookups. Washrooms with showers 
will be provided. The emphasis of the camping, however, will be 
on the environment, vri th sites spaced beb/een two and three per 
acre. Camping will .be expected to stretch into spring and fall 
seasons at Wasaga Beach, probably the most pleasant seasons for 
camping due to the excessive heat in the summer. 

The one hundred electrical sites will be maintained for winter 
camping. Demand may increase this number, and such an increase 
should be considered on plan review. 

If excessive demand for summer camping develops in this area, 
plan review will consider the East Development Zone as a 
location for another car campground, but this plan does not 
anticipate that need for at least ten years. 

Walk-in camping will be provided (25 sites) in the East 
Development Zone,	 with basic facilities only provided. These 
walk-in sites may be used all seasons. Winter demand is expected
from the hardy backpacker and cross country ski camper, who wi 11 
relate directly to the trails in the East Natural Environment Zone 
adjacent. 

Group camping will be provided for educational groups in the Fore
dunes Development Zone. This area will accommodate five groups, or 
a total of 250 persons. 

Snowmobiling 

Sno~~obiling will be encouraged in the west portion of the Dunes 
Area ,through the provision of fifteen miles of marked and groomed
trails. Snowmobile trails will enter the park at the main entrance 
in the Foredunes Development Zone, along the north section of the 
Powerline Road, and from the east via a link trail along the park 
boundary, utilizing park lands where practical, and portions of the L Klondike Park-Golf Course Road allowance (Figure 24). 

A major assembly area and facility will be provided in the southl	 east secti on of the South Development Zone adjacent to Klondike Park 
Road. This will provide a warming area and orientation centre for 
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I 
snowmobilers arrlvlng by machine or car and trailer. Internal 
trails and external trails will link to this centre. The building
will have the ability to host meetings and will be available to I 
local groups and clubs for this purpose. A field area for testing
and warming up machines prior to trail use will be located adjacent ·· · ·~~:·rs 

to this centre. It has potential for group activities and special I
events. 

Local snowmobile clubs, who have had major involvement in trail 
location, maintenance and patrol in the past, will be invited to I 
continue their active participation in the provision of park
trails. I 
Snowmobile trails will be laid out with due consideration of the 
fragile slopes, and in-park snowmobiling will be limited to a 
snow cover of over six inches. I 
Snowmobiling will also be allowed along the beach front(although 
not within all of the Beach Areas) as long as acceptable to the 
community. I 
Other All-Terrain Vehicles I 
Because of the major impact that trail bikes, dune buggies, 4-wheel 
drive vehicles and other all-terrain vehicles have on the unconsol
idated sands, these machines will not be accommodated within Wasaga I 
Beach Provincial Park. 

Horseback Riding 

External equestrian trails may link 
area in the South Development Zone, 
summer use as an equestrian assembly 

I 
tup to the snowmobile assembly "''· 

in which case this area will have I 
area. The field adjacent to 

the assembly centre will provide paddocks and horse trial areas. 
The South Development Zone will have a minor equestian trail which Iwill not get into the dunes areas, as the hot temperatures and loose 
soils are not conducive to horseback riding. 

ICross-Country Skiing and Snowshoeing
 

The Dunes Area is ideal for the fast growing activities of cross

country skiing and snowshoeing, because of its weather, snow cover I
 
and terrain. Additional areas are being sought actively by cross

country ski clubs. Provision of such an area, with facilities,
 ,
will bring additional people to Wasaga Beach, for skiing and for 
special cross-country ski events. 

I
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To develop this activity, the park will provide a centre for waxing,
warming, trail orientation, and introductory displays to the park 
and activities of cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. Groomed 
trails, and trail side shelters will be provided. These trails will 
be concentrated in the east part of the Dunes Area, away from the 
concentration of snowmobiles. 

7.3 Management Items 

Concessions 

Persons using the beach or the beach front. park areas should be ab1e 
to purchase basic refreshment items such as hot and cold drinks, 
ice-cream and light snacks. Private enterprise will likely be able 
to provide such items with locations between park areas, or adjacent
park area boundaries. If private enterprise can, and does provide such 
services the park will not enter into competition through park concessions. 

However, where distances to such items are great, and not within con
venient walking distance, the park may establish concession facilities 
within park areas. Such concessions will be tendered to private
enterprise or to local service organizations if they are interested. 

Rental of bicycles, cross-country skis, snowshoes and the like will 
probably be provided through private enterprise. The park does not 
expect to develop concessions for such items. 

No grocery or supply concessions will be provided in the campgrounds
of the Dunes Area. Campers will be encouraged to visit Wasaga Beach's 
commercial establishments for supplies. 

Beach Patrol 

Provincial Park Beach Patrol staff are not lifeguards and are not 
intended to relieve parents of any responsibility on the beach. The 
process' of providi ng full 1i feguar~i ng on Wasliga Beach"woul d requi re 
hundreds of staff. The park will, instead, provide marked beach 
patrol areas associated with the Beach Area units for peak hours of 
use. Persons wishing the extra security of having a person trained 
in swimming and water first aid should seek these areas out. Regular 
boat patrols will be carried out during peak hours of peak days to 
aid boaters and swimmers far from shore. The park boundary extends 
one quarter mile (~) into Nottawasaga Bay. 

Servicing 

Central sewage and water systems, if available, will service most 
of the facilities in the Beach Area, but not those in the Dunes Area. 
Here facilities will be designed to operate on wells and septic 
systems or vault storage systems. Pumping and dumping of septic 
systems and vaults will only be carried out by approved operators
with approved dumping sites. 
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J 
Fire is always a hazard. The park will be equipped and park staff 
trained in ground fire and vegetative fire control. Building and I 
structural fires, however, are not within the Ministry's capability. 
The park will enter into agreements with municipal fire fighting
units to protect the park in case of fire, on a cost-per-call basis. i 
Park garbage collection has been conducted by our own staff or 
tendered to contractors in the past. Every attempt will be made j
to tie in with the municipal garbage collection system. However, 
the techniques and procedures for garbage collection will be 
determined after current review. i 
While the park will have its own security force, this will not take 
the place of the Ontario Provincial Police in any way. Park 
Conservation Officers and Security Staff will have jurisdiction only I
within park boundaries. These staff will still call on the OPP for 
assistance in dangerous, volatile or criminal situations within park 
boundaries. I 
Fees 

A day-use fee, consistent with other provincial parks, will be I 
assessed for any cars that enter the Beach Areas or the Dunes Area. 
People on foot or on bicycles will pay no fee. Therefore, residents 
and cottagers would benefit by not driving to the beach, and tourists I 
would benefit by leaving their vehicles at their place of accommodation. 
A fee paid will provide access to any of the Beach Areas or the Dunes 
area for day-use, for the day the permit is issued. 

Regular camping fees will apply and will give access to all other 
park areas for day-use. User fees will be levied on special facilities Isuch as the multiple use court facility at Oakview. 

Nancy Island, under the management of the provincial park~will have 
its fee structure changed to conform with the provincial park fee I 
structure. 

Boat Mooring I 
Permanent mooring structures, boat houses, boat hoists, and the like 
will not be permitted along the shoreline of the provincial park.
Overnight mooring or leaving of boats pulled up on the sand will be 
discouraged along the park shoreline because of the obstruction that ,such dockages will cause to beach maintenance. 

Docks and boat launch areas stress day-use only and will not accommodate 
overnight mooring. I
 

I
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8. ADMINISTRATION, STAFFING AND DEVELOPMENT 

8.1 Administration 

The existing park office is located the end of Bay Street, almost 
centrally located along the beach. The tradition of its location, 
"its being central, and the avail abi 1ity of exi sting park property 
here, all determine that the future administration complex will be 
in this same location. 

This main park office will be located across Bay Street on the east 
side from the existing office, and will house the majority of the 
permanent staff. This office will also service a minor public
information function. The existing park office will be maintained 
as a seasonal staff office, specifically for gate staff and beach 
interpretive staff. The existing block flat-rooved shed (called the 
Barn) will house beach patrol equipment and act as a seasonal office 
and training area for beach patrol staff. The four bay maintenance 
shed, west of Bay Street will house grounds grooming equipment and 
staff, a carpentry-workshop area, and equipment maintenance. (Refer 
to Fig. 18). 

l1ith the development of the Dunes Area, a seasonal administrative 
facility will be required there as well, to eliminate an excessive 
amount of travel and transportation of equipment. 

This will include a sub-office for campground staff and interpretive
staff, and a small maintenance shed for equipment storage and maintenance. 

Such buildings should be winterized to be easily used when year round 
use develops, or in conjunction with specific winter activities or events. 

L 

L 

L 
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8.2 Peak Staff Requirements 

Year-Round Staff 

Function 

Administration 

Operations 

Maintenance 

Permanent Staff 

1 Park Superintendent
1 Finance &Administration 

Officer 
1 Stenographer 
1 Clerk Typist 
1 Clerk 

I 
..I 

Phase Required 

Existing Compl ement 

Existing Complement 
Phase I 
Phase II 
Phase I II 

2 Assistant Superintendents Existing Complement r
1 Visitor Services Coord

i nator 
1 Historian 
1 Naturalist 
1 Recreationi st 
1 Park Technician 

Beach Maintenance 
Foreman 

Beach Maintenance Sub-
Foreman 

Dunes Maintenance 
Foreman 

Phase I
 
Phase I
 IPhase II
 
Phase II
 
Phase III
 I 

. Phase I 
Phase I 

Phase II 

I 
15 Permanent 

Seasonal Staff, at the Height of the Summer Season 

Function Seasonal Staff I 
Administration 1 Clerk 

Operations 1 Beach Patrol Supervisor I 
22 Beach Patrol Staff 
1 Gate Supervisor

20 Gate Attendants I10 Visitor Services Staff
 
10 Security Officers
 

IMaintenance 30 Beach Maintenance 
15 Dunes Maintenance 
4 Equipment Operators
1 Electrician I
1 Pl unter 

J116 Seasonal 
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8.3 Phasing I 
Portions of this plan have already been satisfied by the Ministry 
of Natural Resources (in the period from 1962 to date) which has 
been managing the beach and the provincial park, and has been Iacquiring property. 

Future development will take place in three phases. These will be 
reflected in the priority of future land acquisition. I 
Phase I I 
This phase will see the completion of all beach development in the 
following areas: I 

Allenwood Beach Area, New Wasaga Beach Area,
 
The Point Beach Area, The Forum Beach Area,
 
Dunkerron Beach Area, Schoonertown Beach Area,
 IOxbow Beach Area, the small beach front areas,
 
and the Schoonertown site.
 

It would also include the completion of the main administration I 
facilities for the park. 

This phase must also include the provision of parking and basic I 
facilities to support the winter trails programme in the Dunes 
Area. .~ 

Ii 
Phase II 

This phase will concentrate on the Dunes Area and will see completion
of the basic concept in terms of facilities and buildings. It will 
also consider off-beach parking, and will schedule as required the 
completion of major parking areas in the Oakview Beach Area, adjacent 
to Oakview Centre, and at the park property adjacent to the Wasaga
Beach Zoo. 
Phase I II 

Phase III will complete development of Oakview and Springhurst Beach 
Areas and will consider pedestrian and bicycle crossings over the 
Nottawasaga River at Nancy Island and at the foot of the Powerline 
Road. 

Then, except for upgradi ng of facil it ies to meet changi ng recreati on 
patterns, the park development will be complete. 

Timing for the different phases is dependent on land acquisition and 
is difficult to establish. However, a final date of 1986 is suggested 
as the end of Phase III. 
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8.4 Costing 

L Property acquisition is still incomplete at Wasaga Beach Provincial 
Park. Most immediate priorities include the acquisition of isolated 
parcels to permit completion of all beach areas except Oakview Beach 
and to consolidate the nature reserve zone of the Dunes Park area. 

The current (1978) park development program at Wasaga Beach will not 

l complete phases II or III as summarized in Section 8.3. It will, 
however, complete a system of trails with ancillary shelters, toilet 
facilities and parking in the Dunes area to accommodate hiking, cross
country skiing, and boat launching on the Nottawasa~a River. The conl struction of a campground and major visitor centre ~. not included. 

The development of all beach areas will be completed with the exception
of Oakview Beach where only limited parking and facilities will bel provided. 

The following costs are estimated for completing the level of develop
~ ment noted above: 

Land Acquisition - $2,300,000.00L Park Development - $2,800,000.00 

The estimated operating cost for year-round operation is $600,000.00

L 
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